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Home Office Research Studies
The Home Office Research Studies are reports on research undertaken by or
on behalf of the Home Office They cover the range of subjects for which
the Home Secretary has responslbdlty Titles m the series are hsted at the
back of this report (copies are avadable from the address on back cover)
Other pubhcatlons produced by the Research and Planning Umt include
Research Fmdmgs (wkuch are summaries of research projects), the Research
Bulletin (pubhshed twice each year) and the annual Research Programme
The Research and Statistics Department
The Department consists of the Research and Planning Umt, three Statlstlcs
Dlvmons, the Programme Development Umt and the Economics Utut
l?!l
The Research and Statlstlcs Department IS an integral part of the
L
Home Office, serving the Mmlsters and the department Itself, lts
serwces, Parhament and the pubhc through research, develop-
ment and statistics Information and knowledge from these
l sources reforms pohcy development and the management ofprogrammed, them dlssemmatlon Improves wider pubhc under-standing of matters of Home OffIce concern
Fu-stpubksbed 1995
Applzcohon for Wp?WkLChO?Zshouldbe made to the Informatrort Section, Research
and Planning Umt, Home Ojice, 50 Qzleen Annek Gate, London SWIH 9MT
Foreword
Much research has attempted to dlummate the reasons why young people
engage m crlmmal actwmes, but httle attenuon has focused on why some
young offenders stop offending whdst others go on offending well mto
adulthood Tlus study looks at offending by young people during the period
of transmon from chfldhood to adulthood and assesses whether, on the basis
of self-report data, young offenders do actually grow out of crune and ti so,
why The fmdmgs are both expected and unexpected The research shows
that female offenders do indeed grow out of crime by the tune they reach
their mld-twenties, but that many male offenders do not It shows that young
female offenders who complete their education, leave home, set up their
own independent hfestyle and begut to form famlhes of their own have a
high chance of deslstmg from offending For male offenders, however, these
Me events do not seem to have the same effect For them, the risks faced
during the period of transmon between chddhood and adulthood are consid-
erable and for them, the chances of des~stmg from offending once they start
are slgndlcandy less than for females
The study concludes with a wide ranging discussion of possible strategies for
preventing the onset of, and promotmg deslstance from, offending These
strategies include strengthemng famdles and schools, preparing young
people for leaving home, supporting the formation of new famdles and
harnessing formal and informal sources of social control A number of areas
for further research are also hlghhghted
ROGER TARLING .
Head of the Research and Planmng Umt
November 1995
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The study auned to provide an esumate of the extent, frequency and nature
of seK-reported offending among 14- to 25- year olds m England and Wales,
to estabhsh the reasons why some young people start to offend, and what
mfIuences those young offenders who desist from offending to sustun a
non- crtmmal hfestyle
Exploring these areas revolved a two-stage research strategy Fmxly a national
random sample of 1,721 young people aged 14 to 25 (plus a booster sample
of 808 young people from ethmc rnmormes) were mterwewed about their
background, them famdy Me, their school experiences and aspects of them
current hfestyle Respondents were asked to admit whether they had ever
comtmtted one of a hst of 23 cnmmal offences (see Appendm B) or used
controlled drugs Those who had ever committed at least one offence were
asked at what age they comm]tted each type of offence for the first tune and
whether they had also committed an offence wnhm the past year (1992)
“Active” offenders were asked, amongst other things, how many offences
they had comtmtted during the past year and for detads about their most
recent offences
The second stage of the research revolved Me-history mtervlews with 21
“deslsters” - young people ldenttiied as having offended m the past but not
wlthm the premous year Through these retrospectwe accounts, lt was
possible to track events over tnne and identify the influences, condmons
and circumstances which ulumately led to deslstance from offending
Chapter 2 describes the extent and nature of crumnal offending and Chapter
3 looks at changes m these patterns of offendtng by age Chapter 4 prowdes
an analysls of why some young people start comnnttmg offences, whdst
Chapter 5 exarmnes the notion that offenders “grow out of “ crime with age
and ldentti]es the mam factors associated with deslstance from offending
Chapter 6 explores, the process of deslstance through m-depth mterwews
with a ‘sub-sample of deslsters Chapter 7 draws out the conclusions of the
study and discusses a range of pohcy options The key fmdmgs are outhned
below
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The extent and nature of offending
The survey of selfreported offending - that which respondents adm]tted to
m the mterwew - prowdes an estimate of offending unaffected by select]on
and processing by the crumnal justice system It estunates how many young
people offend, when they start, how serious the offences are and how
frequently they are committed It allows comparisons to be made by sex,
age, class and ethmc ortgm The mam fmdmgs are
. Involvement m offending IS widespread among this age group - one
m two males and one m three females admitted to ever committmg
an offence - but the majority of offenders commit no more than
one or two mmor offences Property offending IS more common
than wolent offending by a factor of about two for males and three
for females
l One LOfour males and one m eight females admitted commmng an
offence m 1992, of these, about a quarter of m~e offenders and one
ULten female offenders adrmtted commlttmg more than five offences
Overall, about three per cent of offenders accounted for approxi-
mately a quarter of all offences
l The use of drugs M widespread amongst young people, every other
male and every th~d female have used drugs at some time m their
hves Most drug use IS confiied to cannabis, wtuch IS consumed regu-
larly (at least once a week) by one m three male and one m five
female users Drugs other than cannabis are consumed less regularly,
although 13 per cent of male users and 19 per cent of female users
dld so at least once a week
- Asians - those of Indian, Pakistam and Bangladesh orlgm - have
slgnficandy lower rates of offending than whites and Afro-Carlbbeans
who have very slmdar rates of offending Whites are shghtly more
hkely to use drugs than Afro-Carlbbeans, who m turn are more kkely
to use drugs than Asmns
. The most common or peak age at which young people start to offend
and take cannabis IS 15 for both males and females This ]s one year
later than the peak age of onset for truancy and running zway from
home,’ and one year earlier than the most common age at winch
young people begin to take dtIlgS other than cannabis
1 Tlmse who were clmsfkcl m h.vmg r.. .KVJ) from home w-m. chose who h.d went m IC.SC. . . nigh, w., frc
horn. w!lhout ch. Lmmlcdge of thcu p.lrem
Summary
o The rauo of male female self-reported offending for juverules is nearly
1 1, but thfs frrcreases to 41 for older teenagers and 11 1 for those m
their early twenties The peak age of offending for males IS 21 and for
females 16
. For females, the rate of se~-reported offending dechnes substantmfly
after the rind-teens By theu early twent]es, the rate of offending
amongst females IS five times lower than among female juventles In
contrast, the rate of self-reported offending for males increases with
age up to 18 and remams at the same level mto the mld-twenties
Partlclpatlon m property offending actually Zncreases with age
suggesting that, as they grow older, some males may switch from rela-
uvely risky property offences, such as shophfung and burglary, to less
vmlble and thus less detectable forms of property crime, such as
fraud’ and theft from the workplace However, serious offending
decreases for both males and females as they reach them mld-twen-
t]es, as does frequency of offending
Starting to offend
By comparmg “non-offenders” (those who had never offended) with “offend-
ers” (those who have offended at some t]me m the past) It N poss]ble to
explore whether there are statistical assoclauons between offending and
such factors as social class, farmly size, structure and relatlonslups, schoohng
and peer group affihatlons Tfus prowdes a basis for explauung why some
young people start to offend whale others do not
In common with other selfreport studies (and m contrast to studies based
on recorded crime data) this study found only a weak relationship between
social class and offending and this relatlonslup disappeared after controlling
for farmly and school variables Sumlady, young people hvmg m larger fanu-
hes were no more hkely to offend than those from smaller famflles However,
young people fswng with both natural parents were found to be less hkely to
offend than those Lwrng with one parent or m a step fanuly The higher rate
of offenders from smgfe parent famdres was found to be statistically associ-
ated with less parental superwslon, a greater Ltkehhood of a poor relatlon-
slup with at least one parent and greater poverty 3 A poor relationship with
at least one parent and lower levels of parental supervwon accounted for
the higher levels of offending by chddren hwng m step famdfes
2 Frwd ..mpr,s.s .scd or sold z chq.c book crcdn cmd Czsh point cud (ATM cxd) beio.gmg to you m mneon.
CISCso LM chcv could SIed money from a bank account or cl-cd o. an ms.mnce p.bq an Cxp.nw form, a !U
return., z SW.! xc.ntf kn.fic form that you Lncw m bc mcorre.c m order m rmakcmoney (s& Appcndm B)
3 lrmm.,xposs,ble m .smbhsh the Scmdmd of h.mg of parents and povmq here ISd,.rcforc mca$urcd m terms of
Lb, dqy.. m wb,ch ,he rcspo.dcm cannot afford ~ mrw of cssen,,,ls name], fcod clothw and 2 P12CCro 1,”. (f.,
self ,.,+ F,,,,,,, ,
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Both males and females who were less attached to them fanuhes were more
hkely to offend than those who were relauvely content at home Those
whose relationships wlrh theu parents led them to running away from home
(prior to the age of 16) were partlcufmly hkely to offend as were males who
got on badly with theu fathers For both males and females, low parental
superwslon was also found to be strongly related to offendrng (urespectwe
of famdy structure) and young people with friends or slbhngs m trouble with
the pohce were much more hkely to offend than others
Females who dlshked school, or who rated their performance below or well
below average, were more llkeIy to oftend than those who hked school or
rated them performance more posmvely For males, neither thetr attitude
towards nor theu performance at school were found to be related to their
starting to offend However, those who truanted from school, especially
those who dld so regularly, and those who had been excluded from school,
were much more hkely to offend than others
Multl-variate analysls mdlcated that the strongest correlates of onset of
offending are contact with dehrrquent peers, truancy and low parental super-
vision For males, having dehnquent slbhngs and being excludedfrom school
were also strong correlates of offending, as were low attachment to faintly
and school for females ‘rhe two most important predictors of offending -
truancy and low parental superwslon - are both strongly dependent upon
the quahty of parent-chdd relationships The more of these adverse cmcum-
stances young people experience during thetr chddhoods, the more they are
hkely to offend Over 80 per cent of young males and over 60 per cent of
young females who experienced four or five of the most powerful influences
on offending were actually offenders
Resistance from offending
To find out whether young people grow out of crune and f so why, they
were asked a number of questions relating to the mam life events which
chatacterise the transmon from chddhood to adulthood These included
completmg full-time education, taktng up stable employment, Ieavmg home,
getting rndrrled/formmg a stable partnership, staying m to look after chddren
and taking responslbdKy for themselves and others On the basis of these
cntena, many young people had not completed the tmnsmon to adulthood
by them rp]d-twenties On atl of these measures, males were found to lag
bebmd females If It IS true that young people grow out of crune, then many
WLUnot do so by the~ mld-twenties simply by vu-rue of the fact that they
(especmlly males) have not been able to grow up To test this, an analysls of
the relationship between these hfe events and deslstence from offending was
undertaken
Summary
Females who successfully made the transmon to adulthood - for example
had completed full-time educauon, left home and formed a new famdy umt -
were slgndlcantly more hkely to have desisted from offending than those
who had not For males, however, passing these landmarks had no such
effect For them, the only factors which mfhtenced theu chances of resis-
tance were contmumg to hve at home mto theu twenties, being successful
at school and avoldmg the crlmmogeruc influences of associating with other
offenders (friends, partners and slbhngs), using drugs (particularly hard
drugs) and heavy drmkmg Some of these factors (m particular contmumg to
Iwe at home and associating wnh other offenders) were found to be strongly
related to the quahty of relationships with parents
Through mtermews with u’tdmdual deslsters, It was possible co track events
over tune and ldenmfy the mfhrences, condltlorrs and cmcumstances wluch
ultunately led to deslstance from offending The mterwews tndlcated that for
young women, resistance tends to occur abruptly and consciously as they
leave home, leave school, form stable partnerships and have cbddren For
males, however, deslstance was found to be more gradual and mtermlttent,
with attempts to stop often thwarted by events or changes LOcwcumstances
For them, the posmve effects of personal and social developments tended to
be ourwelghed by the more powerful influences of the peer group Other
factors wh]ch promote des]stance are fmdmg a sense of dmect]on and
meamng m Me, reahsmg the consequences of one’s actions on others and
learning that crime doesn’t pay
Policy implications
The unphcatlons for pohcy fall mto two parts The first LSconcerned wnh
prevemmg mdwlduals from ever starting to offend and the second with
iindmg ways to encourage offenders to desist Based on what emerged from
the study as the strongest influences on offending and deslstance from
offending during the transmon to adulthood, pohcles are discussed strength-
ening mdwldual famdles and schools, formmg famdy-school partnerships,
reslstmg the powerful crlmmogemc effects of involvement m delinquent
peer groups and preparing young people for leaving home, formmg new
fanuhes and acluevmg independence and a sense of adult responslbdmy
Preventing the onset of offending
Many of the pohc]es for strengthening famshes are concerned with lmprov-
mg mtm-famdlal relatlonskups and parental supet-vmon through parent tram-
mg, the pro~slon of open access family centres, support groups for parents
of teenagers, famdy preservation and a range of measures for Improvmg the
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awareness of parents of the risks of adolescence and the lmphcatlons of
offending behawour for them chddren Specdic measures for single parents
and step famdles are also recommended
Pohcles for strengthening schools are related to reducing and preventing
truancy and school exclusions through, fust and foremost, the promotion of
effectwe schoohng and budding on recent government Uutlatwes to dlscoumge
truancy and school exclusions Specdic measures includeexplomg and setting
up schemes for unprovtng h~son with parents, setting Up school SLIpport teams
and ensuring schools take full responsibthry for disaffected pupds
Developing family-school partnerships 1s recommended as a way of synergls-
mg the potential benefits from edch to produce a whole greater than the
sum of the two parts A number of specdic measures are suggested to, on
the one hand, encourage parents to become more revolved m their chdd’s
education and school Me and, on the other hand, to encourage teachers to
commumcate more often and more effectwely with parents These include
the use of home-school agreements on attendance and behavlour, uwolvmg
parents m primary-to-secondary mductlon, prowdmg home-to-school tele-
phone links, encouraging teachers to make home wslts and establishing ]otnt
approaches to dmclplme, supervmlon and control It 1S suggested that
primary schools m particular could form the central foci for communmy-
based crmnnahty prevention strategies
Encouraging resistance from offending
For females, encouraging the natural processes of personal and socml matura-
tion wdl foster deslstance from offending, but for males, these processes are
not only delayed compared with females, but do not seem to mtluence desls-
tance to any slgtiicant degree Contmumg to hve at home protects young
male offenders from perwxmg with crune For those young men who leave
home during thetr teenage years, a range of measures could be implemented
to prepare them better for Me m the outside world Suggesttons include bndg-
mg schemes, such as the French system of foyers, wluch provide temporary
accommodohon coupled with trzuntng and employment, better prepdratlon for
early fatherhood and for parenting teenagers, and encouraging fathers as well
as other male adults to support and “parent” young adult males m the commu-
mty and prOVLderesponsible mascuhne role models
Preventing substance abuse
Leffert and Petersen (1 995), m them contribution to a European Study
Group’s analys[s of trends m psychosocial d]sorders m young people,
Summary
concluded that young people today face more serious hazards than their
predecessors m makmg the rransmon from chddhood to adulthood They
conclude, m particular, that the heavy use of drugs and alcohol carrtes with
it an increased risk of crlmmal behawour (see, also, Sampson and Laub,
1993) The findings from this study support theu conclusions Where young
male offenders begrn to indulge m alcohol and drug misuse, they are hkely
to become embedded m a crumnal hfestyle from wh]ch It becomes mcreas-
mgly dtificuh to disengage Young male offenders - those aged 13 or 14 -
therefore need to be spect13cally targeted for substance abuse prevenuon f
they are to avoid th]s pathway More generally, substance abuse prevention
programmed based m schools and local comrnunmes which revolve parents
and older peers as role models are recommended Since the antecedents of
substance abuse and dehnquency are very slmdar, locally co-ordmated
programmed of prevention for young people at nsk of either (or both) would
avoid duphcat]on of effort and funding and improve the prospect of later
deslstance
Harnessing Informal to formal sources of social control
The crmunal prstice system clearly plays a central role m encouraging desls-
tance Fear of being caught, of acqumng a cnmmal record, of being labelled
and of ending up m prison all contribute to deslstance for some mdwlduals
Little ewdence was found that young male offenders develop a moral
conscience which may act to mhlblt then offending as they grow older
Gwen the widespread involvement of young people m crime and drug
misuse lt IS suggested that, to be more effectwe, the crmunal justice system
could be encouraged to harness the more powerful sources of social control
exercised by famdles, schools and nelghbours The model of restoratwe
prstlce, as practtsed by Famdy Group Courts m New Zealand, m which the
power of famdy attachments to reduce a sense of shame, atonement and
responslbdq plays a central role, IS suggested as one possible way of achlev-
Log tills
I Introduction
In the Autumn of 1992, the House of Commons Home Affairs Select
Committee set Up m Inquny mto Issues affecting ptvemle offenders as a
result of publlc concern about the level of ]uvenile crime and the mabtity of
the crurunal ]Ustlce system to ded adequately with n The Committee’s task
was severely hampered by the confhctmg evidence It recewed on trends m
the mcldence of ptvende crime In essence, the Committee was sceptlcal
about whether the staustlcs on juvemle crime accurately reflected the real
satuatlon and felt they simply obscured the mcldence and prevalence of
offendrng and trends over tune The Report of the Comm]ttee went on to
recommend “that the Home Office should consider how any unprovements
to overalf juvende crime statmcs could be made which would enable more
reformed pohcy declslons to be taken” In addmon to the problems encoun-
tered over the accuracy of recorded statlstlcs, the Comrmttee also uncovered
demand for addmonal forms of data and a more reformed debate The
National Association of Probauon Officers (NAPO) and the National
Assoc]atlon for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) calfed for
extra mformatlon to be made avaiable so that trends m ]uvemle offending
could more easdy be ldentlfled and the Assoclatlon of Metropohtan
Authormes requested further research mto how offending vanes with age
This study goes a considerable way to meetmg these demands by provldsng,
for the fust time m this country, a national representatwe survey of self-
report offending by young people broken down by age, sex and ethmc
ongm The design allows the survey to be repeated every few years so that
trends m offending by this age group can also be ldentdied
A second Issue ]denttiled by the Home Affairs Select Committee concerned
the I-umtatlons of the crumnal justice system in responding to the problem of
crune and the resultant necessity of “mvestmg m Idenofymg and ehrmnatmg
the causes of crime and m crime prevention “ The committee went on to
point out that “It IS equalfy Important to stop young people from ascending
the ladder of crme once they have stepped on the bottom rung “ This, the
comrmttee concluded, “Is clearly preferable to paytng for the damage once It
has been done “ In response to this, the present study prowdes an analysts of
the reasons why young people start to offend and why some of them stop
and on the basis of thrs mformatlon, develops pohcles for preventing crune
and cr~all~ The mam alms of the study can therefore be summarised as
follows
-y,,T,-,- -fi , {>. ,.,s H“, ~mw~ r, r.’?r...-..?-- . ~ -- ~ -. . . . . . .. --.,- -
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(i) To provide a mmond estimate of offending by 14- to 25- year olds
broken down by age, sex and ethnic ortgm
(n) To prowde a base hne estunate of the prevalence and frequency
of offending by this age group from which trend data can be
generated
(u,) To analyse changes m patterns of offending wlthm the context of
the changes which occur m the lives of young people as they
progress from chddhood to adulthood
(w) To estabhsh the reasons why some young people start to offend
(v) To estabhsh which young offenders desist from offending and
what the processes are which lead to deslstauce and sustain a
non-cr]mmal hfestyle
Crime and the transition from childhood to adulthood
The period m wfuch young people move from chddhood to adulthood IS a
crmcal one m the development of an mdnudtrd Commonly referred to as
adolescence, It IS a period characterised by uncertainty, the need to develop
a personal Identity and, most uuportantly, the estabhshrnent of matemd and
emotional independence and the status of adulthood Physical ma turlry 1s an
Important slgnfler of adulthood but m addltlon to this, It reqtures taking
responslbdlty for oneself, managmg one’s own affatrs and Iearmng to erqoy
new freedoms without neglecting one’s duties towards and responslbdmes
for others (DES, 1983)
Age alone N not a consmtent s]gtu fier of adulthood In UK law there IS no
single dw]dmg lute between chddren and adults, rather, adult status 1s gamed
slowly over ninny years Sexual intercourse and marriage are legal at 16 (also
the age of responslbtiry for tax purposes), drwmg a car IS legal at 1i’, voting
rights are gamed at 18 when the consumption of alcohol m pubhc houses
also becomes legal, homosexual relationships for males are currently legal at
21 In practice, however, young people acqume the attributes of adulthood
at dtfferent ages, and the above are merely s]gnposts on the way
At the beguuung of the transmon to adulthood young people begin to move
away from the protectwe embrace of them parents and become mcreasmgly
dependent on their peers for sat@mg many of their personal, emotional
and social needs Thn N also a period during which the boundanes of right
and wrong are tested to the ftdl and risks are undertaken m the pursmt of
excitement and status, th~t are unprecedented m any other stage of the
llllrlJJuLL1on
human Me cycle Indeed adolescence 1S chamcterlsed by the highest levels
of involvement m offending of any period throughout the enure life-spur
According to recorded statistics on offending, young people aged 14 to 25
acco~ted for 60 per cent of au mdlctable offences m 1993 More than one-
thud of maIe adufts wdl have been conwcted of a standard hst offence by
the]r m]d-thlrtles (Home Office, 1993) Since the chancesof being appre-
hended and convicted are smau - about three m every 100 offences result m
~ Caut]on Or a conwctlon (Home Office, 1993) - It IS perhaps not surprrsmg
that a ma]orq of young People WIJ1 Commit an offence at some mne during
ttus period
Recorded starmcs on offending also suggest that the peak age of offending
(measured m terms of cautions and convlctlons) n 15 for females and 18 for
males (Home Office, 1993) and that after these peak ages young people
begin to grow out of crune (see also Rutherford, 1992) However, whale It
seems hkely that the offending careers of young people, and m pat-ucular
whether they continue to offend or not following the peak age of offending,
WIII be closely related to changes m them personal and social cucumstances,
there has been httle research on how these changes mffuence deslstance
from offending and the maintenance of a non-crurunal hfestyle among young
people who once offended
Most research on the transition to adulthood has concluded that Ieavmg
school, gammg employment, getttng married and becommg a parent are the
major hfe events that character]se the transition to adulthood (see, for
example, Hogan & Astone, 1986) This study IS concerned principally wnh
the social and developmental aspects of the transmon from chddhood to
adulthood, and m particular, those that may account for deslstance from
offending For the purposes of tfus study, the status of adufthood 1s charac-
terised by the following features
o Completmg compulsory educauon
“ Gauung stable employment
. Being m a marriage/partner relationship
“ Becommg a parent
“ Leaving the parental home and setting up one’s own home
“ Tafimg responslbthtles for oneself and for others
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In order to explore the influence of these factors on deslstance from
offending, this study looked at the extent to which young men and women
make this transmon by the age of 25, at what age these transitional land-
marks are passed (If at all) and how passing through these landmarks 1s
related to chdnges ut patterns of offending and deslstance from offendmg
Previous research on why young people start to offend
This IS not the place to review the extensive hterature on why people start
to offend (see for ex~mple, Farrmgton, 1994a, Tarhng, 1993, Home Affams
Committee, 1993) However, It IS worth summarlstng the findings of one of
the most detaded Brltlsh studies of dehnquency ever carried out - the
Cambridge Study of Dehnquent Development - which had slmdar alms to
this study Using both self-report and offic]al data, this prospectwe longitu-
dinal survey followed the fortunes of 411 white working class males born
m 1953 m an Inner London Borough (West and Farrmgton 1973, 1977) It
attempted to describe the development of cr]mmal behawour, predict who
becomes dehnquent and explain why most teenage male offenders desist
from offendmg as they reach adulthood
The mam fmdmgs were that one-ftih were conwcted of offences as prvemles
(1 e before age 17), a quarter by the age of 18 and a thud by the age of 25
Halt of those convicted of offences as pwendes were also frequent self-
reported dehnquents, whdst half of those who adrmtted to offences had not
been conwcted of an otfence The most unportant independent predictors
of offending were found to be poverty, poor parenting, parental and slbhng
cnmmahty, school problems and anti-socml behavlour The best predictor of
dehnquency was found to be early troublesome behavlour at age eight to 10
Marriage, gulfrlends and a reduction m the influence of delinquent peers
were found to be related to deslstmce from offending
Unfortunately, the Cambridge Study of Dehrrquent Development does not
include females or ethmc mmormes and Its findings are based on a rela-
twely small, unrepresentatwe sample, which cannot be necessary gener-
ahsed to the nation as a whole Furthermore, the chddren m the study
began to offend m the late 196os and 1970s, a period which 1s somewhat
dtfferent from the 1980s Today, rates of offending are much higher and the
social zmd economic condmons under which young people grow up have
changed considerably Nevertheless, much of what the C~mbrldge Study of
Delinquent Development discovered about why some young people start
to offend N cofitrrned m this study
I
lntroductjon
Previous research on resistance from offending
Despite the mtultl~e appeal of the notion that young people start to offend
m they enter adolescence and move away from the superwslon and control
of their parents but In time ‘grow out’ of crime, there IS a paucity of
research evidence to confirm this Research on desmtance from offending
has either focused on older adults (see, for example, Shover, 19S3 and
1985) or excluswely on males (Rand, 1987, Sampson and Latrb, 1993)
Furthermore, with the exception of the Cambridge Study m Dehnquent
Development West, 1982, Farrmgton 1994b) and one or two ethnographic
studies (see, for example, Parker, 1976), there has been no other ernpmcal
research on deslstance from offending amongst young people m England
and Wales
An American study of 106 male offenders (Rand 1987) found that marriage
and vocational trammg m the armed forces were correlated with desls-
tance Those who were co-habmng (but not married) or were members of
youth gangs were less hkely to desist Fatherhood, md]tary serwce and
college trammg had no effect on deslstance Shover (1983 and 1985),
looking at US male ex-prisoners m their 30s and 40s, found that commit-
ment to a person or a lob or both led to the development of a dady routine
which consequently left httle or no time for crlmmal involvement Most
recently Sampson and Laub (1993), using data from the Glueck’s 1940s
Iongltudmal study of dehnquency amongst young males, concluded that
Job stabdlty, coheswe marital attachment and mdltary service were the
most Important influences on deslstance Negative influences were
prolonged mcarceratlon, heavy drmkmg and job mstablhty However, the
data used m th]s study N over f@ years old and the dangers of transferring
the findings of Arnerlcan research m generat and this study m particular to
this country need to be heeded
In England and Wales, Parker’s ethnographic study of “the boys” - a group
of young men revolved m car-radio theft among other things - ldenufied a
number of pressures aga]nst crlmmal involvement These included the
sphntermg of the peer group, the development of partnerships, spending
time w]th partners and chddren, taking responslbdlty for rent and house-
keeping and fear of being caught and pumshed Kmght and West (1975),
quoted m Tarhng (1993), found that some of those who des]s[ed m the
Cambridge Study d Dehnquent Development dld so as a result of no
longer associating with dehnquent friends This, It M suggested, may be
due to consciously decldmg not to get mvo]ved m situations which may
lead to crime or fortuitously as a consequence of movmg away or, for older
offenders, marrymg a non-dehnquent woman
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Research design
The alms of the pro)ect were addressed using a household survey which
collected data on self reported Offending and respondents’ backgrounds and
personal and social development A national random sample comprmng 893
respondents plus a further 828 respondents randomfy sampled h om areas of
high vlctlmlsatlon produced a nationally representatwe sample of 1,721
(after welghtmg) An ethmc mmorlty booster sample, used only to make
comparisons among dtiferent ethmc groups, comprised an addmonal 808
cases gwmg a total sample size of 2,529 (see Appendm A for a full descrip-
tion of the research design, samplmg frame and methodology) The ftih atm
of the study - the processes leading to deslsmnce from offending - was
further mvestlgated through a series of m-depth, folfow-up mterwews with a
sub-sample of respondents from the matn survey
The self report method
The data used most often to gauge the extent and nature of crune and to
investigate the characteristics of crlmmals are “ofrclal” records - crimes
recorded by the pohce, and persons found gudty of, or cautioned for, a crum
mal offence These statistics on offending and offenders are the end point of
a process conslsttng of the commtsslon of a crumnal offence, reportrng to
the pohce, the detection of an offender, the declslon to charge with a crmu-
nal offence, the decmon to prosecute, and the fmdmg of gurft and conv~c-
tlon m a cnmmal court It is estimated that around two per cent of all crunes
comnutted result m the conviction of an offender (Home Office, 1993), so
references about offending and offenders based on Indlwduals who pass
through the crumnaf ]ustlce system may not apply to unrecorded offending
or undetected offenders (Tarhng, 1993) Surveys of vlctlms provide fuller
estkmates of unrecorded crune but add httle to our knowledge of the charac-
termucs of offenders or their offending
Surveys of seff-reported offending - that wh]ch respondents WII1 admLt to
m an mtervlew - constitute a thud approach to measurmg the extent and
nature of offending and are able to cover offences both detected and unde-
tected, Irrespective of whether there 1s an Identflable wctlm For example
self-report surveys can ldent@ offences duected against business (such as
shopht?dng and fraud), carrying weapons, serious motormg offences and
the use and sale of controlled drugs Such surveys avoid some of the made-
qoacles and Ixases inherent m the compdatlon of public offlclal records
and prowde mformatlon on offending and offenders unaffected by selec-
uon and processing by the pohce and crjmmal plstlce system (Hutdelang et
al , 1981)
Introduchon
In this study, a nauonal random sample of 1,721 young people aged 14 to 25
@ltherto referred to as the core sample), together with a booster sample of
sos respondents from ethmc mmorltles of the same age, were asked
whether they had ever comm]tted ~ range of offences (ranging from vandal-
ism to serious ProPertY and violent crimes) Those who said they had
offended were asked at what age they committed each type of offence for
the first t~e and whether they had also committed the offence wttfun the
pm year (1992) This data allowed estimates to be made of how manY
people offend, when they start, how serious the offences me and how
frequently they are commmed Comparisons are made by sex, age, class and
ethmc ongm TO check whether the national sample was representatwe of
14- to 25- year olds as a whole, comparisons were made with other nauonaf
data sources Overall, the sample was found to shghtly over-represent
younger respondents, students, the unemployed and those on YTS (see
Appendtx A) The survey also provides mformatlon on whether offenders do
actualfy desist from offending and at what age (As a cross-sectional survey It
does not, of course, prowde mformatlon on mter-generauonal changes )
Actwe offenders - hose stating that they had offended wlthm the last year -
were not only asked how many tunes they had done so, but also to provide
further detads m respect of [he most recent occasion, such as whether they
were caught and what happened as a result They were also asked whether
or not they thought they would offend again m the future Data were also
collected on the hkehhood of commg to the attention of parents, teachers
and the pohce for offences of dtferent types and levels of seriousness, but
the findings are not presented here
The data on past and present offending enabled a comparison between non-
offenders (those who had never offended) and offenders (those who have
offended at some time m the past) Comparmg these two groups m terms of
age, sex, class and a range of other independent variables such as famdy
background and relationslups, schoohng and peer group affd,auons, allows
factors which have statwlcal associations with offending to be Identfled
This provided a basis for developing explanations for why some young
people start to offend whale others do not
Having explored some of the factors which help to explain why some young
people start to offend, the study mvestlgates the factors which dlstmgulsh
actwe offenders (tkse who offended m 1992) from deslsters (those who
have offended m the past but have stopped for a year at least - see Chapter 5
for a more precise defmltlon) The factors which form the focus of the
analysls conlprlse the man aspects of the transmon to adulthood, such as
Ieavmg home and estabhshmg an independent hvmg space, leaving full-tmte
education ~d taking Up employment, and taking on the responslblrt]es of a
>,
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partner and chddren By comparmg active offenders with deslsters m terms
of whether or not they have prosed elch of these specdic landmarks, an
assessment can be made of whether any reduction m offending can be
attributed to growing out of crime
Llmltations of the self report method
Although the sek-report method IS accepted as a vahd and reasonably reh-
able means of measurmg the extent and dlstrlbutlon of crm’unal acts, and of
mvest~gatmg the characteristics of offenders, It h~s a number of hmltatlons
(Hmdelang et al , 1981, Junger-Tas et al, 1994) Fmstly, respondents may
conceal or exaggerate offending (Mayhew and Elhott, 1990 91) SO, for
example, some may be overly eager to satisfy the percewed needs of the
mtervlewer to hedr about offending, whdst others may be reluctant to reveal
them offending to mterwewers through lack of trust that them responses WLI1
be treated cotildentlally Whdst the mtervlewers felt that the presence of
others only influenced respondents m five per cent of cmes, It N stall possi-
ble that such a presence affected respondents Furthermore, as with all
surveys which attempt to ehclt mformatlon retrospectwely, factual and
temporal distortions can occur as a consequence of recall or memory prob-
lems American research on self-report offending by young people suggests
that a substantial mmorlty of respondents have dificulty remembering the
answers to some questions (Marshall and Webb, 1994)
One way to vahdate responses IS to check them against offlc]al records
However, It was decided from the outset that m order to maxlmlse the
response rate, n would be necessary to ensure that respondents are fufly satis-
fied that any mformauon they offer IS treated m strict cofildence To tfus end,
they were gwen an assurmce that any offences they revealed to mterwewers
would be recorded anonymously ‘flus assurance would have been compro-
mised had the mterwewers also asked respondents for them permission to
check them responses against official records Interwewmg others, such as
teachers and parents, can also help to nnprove the vahdlty of survey data, but
due to resource consrramts this was not possible Thrs meant, however, that
there was no way of knowing the fufl extent to whch respondents may have
concealed (or indeed exaggerated) them offending behavlour However
Farrlngton (I 989) has demonstrated that self-reported offending predicts
future Convictions among those who h~ve not yet been convicted, wl~ch 1s a
rel~twely convtncmg demonsmmon of the vahdny of the self-report method
An assessment of the vahdlty Issue by Marshall and Webb (1 992) also
concluded that the sek-report method represented a reasonably vahd measure
of crime, although they suggest that studies based on seff-report data tend to
undersample serious offenders ~nd underestimate the prevalence and
frequency of oftendmg among the population uncler scrutiny
Introdufllon
A second hmmmon of the self-report method IS that mdlwduals for whom
self-repofis are not obtained - as a result of non response, non-comp]etlon or
exclus]on from the samphng fmme - are more hkely than average to be those
who are engaged m serious or frequent offending or those wrh character
tics associated with an Increased risk of offending mutter and G~er 1983)
,&khough the overall response rate of 69 per cent M about average for a
survey of this kind, those who dld not respond may be dlsproporuonately
revolved m offending
Thmdly, self-report surveys only question a sample of the population and
sarnphng error may consequently occur Estimates are hkely to be Imprecise,
particularly for infrequent offences Although samphng from pre-selected
addresses ensures that mterwewers have no choice over who to mterwew
(which ensures the sample IS as random as possible), non-~espondents were
found to be more hkely than respondents to hve m poorly mamtamed
dwellings and run down nelghbourhoods The sample M therefore shghtly
biased towards respondents hvmg m better accommodation (see Appendm
A)
Finally, lt N suggested that because household sumeYs exclude those hvmg m
msututlons, such as resldentml homes, hospitals, prisons and student accom-
modation, as well as the homeless, they may be unrepresentative
Notwlthstandmg the complexities of samphng mstltutlonal populations,
rough estimates of the number of young people aged 14 to 25 who are
homeless or hvmg m mstnutlons suggested that even If they had been
included m the random selectlon process, theu number would have been
less than one per cent of the overall sample
Notwnhstandmg these hm]tatlons, the selFreport method overcomes the
mam dsfficultles wluch are encountered when measurmg crune using official
records Gwen the relatwely Iow rate of detection for many crtmes, official
data can only gwe a parual and biased picture of the crune problem Self-
report data allows some low level estimate of the prevalence and mcldence
of offending to be calculated, enables the characteristics of offenders to be
exammed and, together with data from vlctlm surveys, can dhtmmate the s&
cafled dark figure of crune
Lffe history research
hfe-hrsto~ mtewlews were used to explore m depth the processes leading
to deslstance A small sub-sample of young people (10 males and 11 females)
were lderttdled from the survey as deslsters and mterwewed retrospectwely
about their offending ‘career’ and how changes m them personal cmcum-
stances influenced the frequency of their offending and ultimately them
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deslstance from offending A semi.structured mtervlew schedule was
desgned on the basis of a small number of pilot mtervlews The mterwews
explored the mechamsms which trigger deslstance from offending and how
spectilc Me events actually exert theu effects They focused on changes m
relationships with famdy members and friends, the estabhshment of new
famdy ues, acqumng stable employment and housing, and changing Ielsure
patterns (mcludmg the consumption of drugs and alcohol)
The fmdmgs from the hfe.history mtervlews are akm to case stud]es md
cannot be generahsed to the overall population of young offenders or
deslsters The mterwews constitute subjectwe accounts of the hves of a
small groLlp of mdmduals and should only be seen as a supplement to the
survey findings They cannot fully explain deslstance, but they can help to
dhtmmate some of the processes which lead to deslstance
Structure of the report
Chapter 2 covers the extent and nature of offending among young people It
shows how many young people cormmt offences, how many offences they
commit and how these partlclpatlon and frequency rates vary by sex and
ethmc orlgm Chapter 3 describes when offending starts and how patterns
of offending change with age Chapter 4 exammes the relationship between
an tndwldual’s hkebhood of starting to offend and a range of factors, such as
their famdy background, school experiences and friendships Chapter 5
describes the rate at which young men and women make the transition from
chtidhood to adulthood and explains deslstance from offending m terms of
the “landmarks” passed m movmg towards mature adulthood Chapter 6
presents the findings from the Me-history mterwews, exploring m greater
depth the reasons why some young men and young women stop offending
whale others do not Chapter 7 draws conchrslons and sets out the lmphca-
tlons of the study for the development of pohcy
Patterns of oflendmg
~llght underestimates) It can be seen that the average frequency among
white offenders was sm offences during 1992 compared wnh five offences
for Afro.canbbeans, eight for Indians, three for Pakstams and Bangladeshls
These data, along wtth the data presented earher m Table 23, md]cate that
young people from AsIan backgrounds tend not only to be less likely than
whites and Afro-COrlbbeans to start offending bLlt, with the exception of
lnC!UnS, to offend less frequently i they do start
Table2.8
Average number of offences commftted last year by ethnic origin
(actwe offenders only)
OffenCe gTO@ W’Fmte Black Indzan Paktstant/
Bangladesh
Pmperryoffences 5 5 8 3
Vzolentoffences 3 3 1 2
Exprewve Offences 5 1 5 4
M offences 6 5 8 3
UnwelghredN 252 26 20 26
All..lmplcs (mcludtng boo$Lcr Sampl.), w.,gkmed pcrccnugcs
‘Other Am. and “ocher ctbmc groups nor mcludcd as numbers too small
+ Ihk,sum md Ba@ad.sb, r.spo.denm were combm.d d.. m small numbers
Serious offending
A sub-category of serzous oflences was constructed comprlsmg car theft, bag
snatching, burglary, robbery, fighting, arson, assault and wounding Twenry-
one per cent of males and five per cent of females ever cornmttted a serious
offence, whale seven per cent of males and two per cent of females dld so
during 1992
I,or the most serious offences the male female ratio H ptst over 51 and approxt-
mmely twice as many AfY&Canbbeans (15 per cent) and wfutes (13 per cent)
ire revolved m serious offending as Irtdmns (8 per cent), PakIstams (8 per cent)
.utd Bangladeshls (SIX per cent) The average number of serious Offences
‘Xm_umttedby males and females were SIX and two respectwely (mt10=3 1)
Summary
The survey fmdmgs presented here describe the extent and nature of cnml-
mtl offences committed by a representatwe sample of 14 to 25- year olds
“tVer” and during1992The mam conchmons of the chapter are
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. About one m two males and one m three females admitted offending
at some time m theu hves, whale around one m four males and one m
eight females admitted offending during 1992
l Just under one m two males and Just over one m four females commit-
ted a property offence “ever” whale one m five and one m ten, respec-
twely, admitted doing so m 1992 About one m three males and one m
ten females committed an act of wolence against the person ever,
whale one m ten and one m 20, respectwely, admitted doing so m
1992
l Males are about three times as hkely as females to commit a crumnal
offence, although they are five times more lAely to commit a serious
offence
. The ma]orlty of offenders commit only one or two offences, about
three per cent of offenders are responsible for at least 26 per cent of
all offences
l Just under one m two males and Just over one m four females had
ever used controlled drugs, whale one m three males and one m srx
females had done so m 1992 The most common were cannabis, LSD,
amphetammes, Magic Mushrooms and Ecstasy Use of heroin, crack
and cocaine was rare Most drug users dld so relatwely infrequently,
but around one m three male and one m five female cannabis users
dld so once a week or more
l Black and white respondents had slmdar rates of partlclpatlon m
offending (about four m ten), whale those of Indian (one m four),
Paklstam (one m four) and Bangladesh (one m eight) orlgm had
slgruilcantly lower rates than whites Tim pattern was broadly consis-
tent across offence types In general, ethmc mmorlty offenders
committed no more offences than whrtes
. Ethmc rnmormes were .sIgndicantly less bkely to have used drugs than
whites Whale more than one m three whites had ever used drugs,
about one m four blacks, one m five Indians, one m seven Pakrstams
and one m 17 Bangladeshls had done so
fige ana oliend(ng
Table 3.6
Average frequency of last year oflending by age-group and sex
(actwe offenders only)
Males Females
Offencegroup All 14-17 18-2122-25 All 14-17 18-2122-25
% % ‘?/0 % % % % %
Properry 7 11 64 3423
Violence 333 1 2 ~ 1 2
Exprewve 5 910 5 620




The mam fmdmgs on age and offending and m particular on how partlclpa-
tlon m, and frequency of offending varies with age and sex during the transi-
tion from chddhood to adukhood are
l Offending IS most hkely to start at the age of 15 for both males and
females, around one year later than oth:r forms of problematic
behav~our such as running away from home, truancy from school and
drm!-ang alcohol Drug-taking IS most hkely to start a year later at the
age of 16
. Among males, the peak age of offendrng N 14 for expresswe property
offences, 16 for violent offences, 17 for serious offences, 20 for
acqulsmve property offences and for drug use Among females, the
peak age of offending IS 15 for property, expressive and serious
offences, 16 for violent offences and 17 for drug use
o Parmclpatron to offending by femafes dechnes wrth age whereas for males
tlus does not appear to be the case As they grow older, mafes (as well as
females) are much less hkely to engage m vtolent offences, but pticlpa-
tlon m property offending by mafes wrcmw.reswith age However, both
male and female offenders conrnut fewer offences after the teenage years
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l Paruclpatlon In drug use M highest amongst 18- to 21-year-olds,
zmong whom about one m two males and one m five females hzd
taken a drug m 1992
These fmdmgs suggest that the notion that young people “grow out of
crime” IS an overslrnphflcatlon, at least for young males Drug offending
apart, g]rls clearly do grow out of crime when they reach theu late teens
But a strlkmg fmdmg IS that [he prevalence of property crime by males
increases with age and that the overall offending rate (excluding drug use)
for males increases and then remains constant throughout the 18 to 25 age
range These findings contrast with mformatlon on recorded convlctlons,
which show a dechne m prevalence rates by males after the age of 18 The
increase m the prevalence of properry crime may m part be exp lamed by
men swltchmg from relatwely vlslble and risky forms of property crone, such
as burglary and shophftmg, to less vlslble, less risky and less detectable
forms of property offending, such as fraud and theft from the workplace
Longltudmai studies using official data have also found that as offenders get
older, they tend to switch to dtiferent offences (Farrmgton, 1986) However,
involvement m expressme property offences, violence and other serious
offences do decrease among males during the early twent[es, suggesting that
offending among most young adults N less pubhcly vmble and also less
serious than that of theu younger teenage counterparts It IS also the case
that while the proportion of the male populatlort which lS actively offendmg
does not dechne during young adulthood, the frequency with which they
commit offences dechnes substantially This means that as male offenders
grow older, them offending tends to decelerate Thus, the present study
suggests that the dechne m recorded convictions after the age of 18 may be
due to the majority of young adult male offenders deslstmg from more
vlslble forms of offending (1 e those offences with relatwely high detection
rates) and reducing the frequency at which they offend
Young people and cr(me
Table 4.7
Adverse factors and offending (females)







Sex differences In offending
The variables included m the model of onset of offendurg each vary by sex
Consldermg famdy and school factors for example, gmls were much more
closely supervmed than boys, they were slgnlflcantly less hkely to have
truanted from school, to have been excluded or to have associated with
dehnquent peers Gwen these gender dtiferences, It might be that these
factors explain the difference between the rate of participation m offendtng
between girls and boys To test this posslbdmy, sex was introduced mto the
final model of onset to see the extent COwhich a sex dtiference would
remam after controlhng for the influences of famdy, school and other rele-
vant factors The results mdlcated that after controlling for these influences,
sex Itself remamed an unportant variable Among those males and females
who are equafly closely superwsed at home and at school, who are equally
attached to theu school and theu famdy and who have no dehnquent peers,
offending remams about twice as common among males as females This
suggests that there must be other influences on male offenders - be they
blologlcal, psychological or sociological - which are not included m this
study Future research may help to discover what these influences might be
Summary and conclusions
The results presented m this chapter cotilrm other research evtdence which
mdlcates that the family and the school each play an Important part m
explammg why boys and girls start to commit crlmmal offences There
aPP’=m to be o~y a weak relationship between starting to offend and both
the social class and the structure of the famdy m which the respondent was
brought up, It 1s the effect of relationships wlthm the famdy that appears to
lnmatln~ offendlnp why do some youne DeODle start to offend?
have the greatest bearing on whether an mdlwdual commits a crlmmal
offence The teenagers and young adults mterwewed who dldn’ t get on with
one or other of their parents, were subject to low parental superwslon
(thought their parents sometimes didn’t know where they were or who they
were with) or had run away from home, were much more likely to have
committed a crlmmal offence Once these characteristics of the relationship
between parents and chddren had been controlled for, the relatwely small
effects of social class, famdy size and famdy structure disappeared
A strong association between non-attachment to school and offending was
also found The odds of offending of those who truanted from school were
three umes higher than those who dld not truant Slmdarly, there N a very
strong correlation between exchmons and offending Offending was more
common among girls who didn’t hke school or who thought that them
school work was average or below for their year, though these factors had
no effect on boys
Taking both famdy and school factors together, parental supervmon and
truancy from school emerged as the two strongest correlates of starting to
offend Furthermore, parental supervmon was also found to be a strong
predictor of truancy Thus those teenagers who spend considerable periods
of time unsuperwsed by either their parents or the school are more hkely to
engage m truancy and crurunal actnwy than those who are not However, a
low level of parental supervmon was found to be strongly related to getting
on badly with one or both parents, which m turn was found to be more
hkely m single parent and step famdles The higher offending rates of chd-
dren m single parent and step famdles are therefore explained by the higher
hkehhood of them experiencing a poor relationship with one or both of
theu parents
In addltlon to the relationships between famdy, school and offending, a very
strong correlate of offending was having friends who were m trouble with
the pohce (used as an mdlcatlon of peer dehnquency) The odds of offend-
ing was three times greater among those with delinquent peers, even after
controlhng for the effects of other influences Although this confums the
findings of earher research (e g Rdey and Shaw, 1985), concerns about the
order of any causal relationship between dehnquent peers and offending
must be borne m mmd Rather than associating with dehnquents causing an
mdwldual to offend, lt might be that dehnquents merely flock together,
perhaps supporting dehnquency but not necessary gwmg rise to It m the
first place
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due to the powerful influence of prior offending on current offending (see
Table D9, Appendrx D)
Although the risk fzctors referred to above reduce the hkehhood of desls-
tance from offending among males, they may themselves have antecedent
relationships with famdy and soclo-demographic factors To explore this
posslbdlty a model was constructed for each nsk factor m turn The analysls
showed that those who associated with other offenders (whether slbhngs,
friends, a partner or an ex-partner) also had poor quahty relationships with
their parents Addmonally, those who continued to hve at home were also
found to have good relationships with theu parents and not to have sibhngs
m trouble with the pohce Thus although the quahty of famdy relauonshlps
does not dzrect[y mfhtence the hkehhood of deslstance from offending, N
does zndtrectly affect deslstance by delaying the onset of offending during
the teenage years and allowing young people to stay at home, largely
without undue inter-personal stresses, which m turn Lnhlblts them to some
extent from associating with other offenders
Discussion and conclusions
The findrngs presented above mdlcate that females are less hkely than males
ever to start to offend and desist sooner than them male counterparts
Females are also more Lzkely than males to acqture the symbols of adult status
by the tune they reach theu early twenties The data also suggest that the
transmon to adulthood and deslstance from offending are closely associated
for females, as guls become women, leave home and school, form partner-
ships and new famdles and become economically independent, so they
desist from offending Importantly, once social development 1s accounted
for, chronological age per se has httle f any explanatory value
Males, however, are less hkely than their female counterparts to acheve the
Independence, responslbrhty and maturity associated with adulthood by the
age of 25 They tend, even by the age of 24 to 25, to be dependent rather
than independent, to have an absence of responslb@ for themselves and
others and to remam with theu famdy of orlgm mther than formmg a famdy
of their own The period of transition for males not only starts later, but 1s
longer and, for many, stall recomplete by their mld-twenties
Contrary to mmal expectations, social development variables are less (If
at all) useful m explammg deslstance among males (but see Chapter 6
below) Those males who had left home, formed partnerships and had
chddren were no more hkely to have desisted than those who had not
made these hfe transmons Thus, It appears to be the case that not only
do many young men fad to successfully make the transition to adulthood
The transition to adulthood and demtance from ofendme
by their mld-twenues, those who do appear to be no more hkely to desist
than those who do not Rather, fading to desist (or contmumg to persist
with offending) may be better explained by three sets of risk factors
Fmstly, those who have a high frequency of prior offending are much
more hkely to persist with offending than their counterparts who only
ever offended infrequently (the same would also seem to apply to females,
but to a lesser degree) Secondly, those who mamtam contact with deli-
nquent peers are much more hkely to continue to offend than those who
break away from a dehnquent peer-group Thirdly, those who drink
heavdy and use controlled drugs are more likely to persist than non-
drinkers and non-drug users
Two protectwe factors also emerge from the study Firstly, those who had a
good relauonshlp with their parents during their adolescence and young
adulthood and continued to hve at home were more hkely to des]st than
those who had problems at home and left home early However, this protec-
twe factor may be overwhelmed by the effects of the risk factors mentioned
above Secondly, those whose standard of school work was self-assessed to
be above average were more hkely to desist than their counterparts This
mdlcates that a successful school career can, later, have the benefit of reduc-
ing the hkehhood of perslstmg with offending
This leaves two questions unanswered Firstly, why do those males who
seem to have made the trattsmon from chddhood to adulthood wlthm this
12-year period appear to be no more hkely to have desisted from offendutg
than those who have not made this transmonj
One posslbdlty as suggested by Laub and Sampson (1993), IS that transmons
hke marriage and employment mtght not have the same meamng for every
one and only provide opportunztzes for change to occur, Its reahsatlon lS
mediated by mdmdual contingencies Males may be less u-rchned to grasp, or
be able to take advantage of such opportunmes, as females One reason for
thts might be that the negatwe payoff of embracmg [hese opportumoes may
outweigh the posmve outcomes for males, but not for females b example
of thn might be having chddren
Alternately, lt may be that the effect of passing these developmental land-
marks N overwhelmed by other more powerful mffuences It certainly seems
to be the case that males who continue to have contact with dehnquent
peers, drink heavdy and take hard drugs are more hkely to continue to
offend than those who do not It may be that young men, urespectwe of
whether they are objectwely more “mature”, are unable to detach themselves
from offending behavlour whdst stall rematmng m contact with friends and
faintly members who are themselves m trouble with the pohce, drink heavdy
and use drugs
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That p~tterns of socml development and deslwmce from offending during
the tmnsmon to adulthood should be closely hnked m the hves of young
women, whale having no clear hnk m the hves of young men poses questions
concerning the slgntficance of gender roles m the 1990s The “end-point”
that marks the convenrlonal defmltlon of the end of chddhood md the
certainty of adult status appears to have become more distant for (most obvi-
ously) men and (to a lesser extent) women Certainly for young men, the
shfi from starting work straght after school to delaying entry mto the world
of work untd well mto the twentLes IS hkely to have profoundly affected the
dady Me routines and Oudook of the current young generaon
Whether these changes are unpactmg upon the offending careers of young
people and f so m what way has been the central concern of this chapter
The next chapter explores these Issues m more depth through mterwews
with a small sub-sample of deslsters
Expla[nlng deslstance fmm offending
6 Explaining resistance from
offending
In the prewous chapter, a number of factors were ldenttiied as associated
with deslstance from offending For females, leaving school and formmg a
new famdy were found to be strong correlates of deslstance For males, on
the other hand, these factors were not found to be associated wnh desls-
tance Whether or not young male offenders stop offending would seem to
be associated with a number of cnmmogemc mtluences characteristic of
theu hves during this period However the survey data are unable to fully
explain how and why deslstance occurs for some offenders and not others
and what the social and cogmtwe processes are which lead to deslstance
Why N leawng school strongly related to deslstance for gds~ Why do some
boys manage to stop offending m spne of the powerful mfhrences on them
to continue? A lumted attempt to tllummate these and other questions relat-
ing to the detaded experiences of the hves of young deslsters are addressed
below
In order to discover more about the actual processes whtch lead to desw
tance, a small sub-sample of deslsters were ldentu5ed from the survey and
mterwewed m-depth The mterwews allowed mdmdual deslsters to describe
the cucumstances wf-uch led to involvement m offending and later to desls-
[ance m the context of the mam personal and social developments m theu
frees as teenagers and young adults Through these retrospective Me-hstory
accounts, It was possible to track events over time and ldenttfy the infl-
uences, condmons and circumstances wfuch ultunately led them to deslstmg
from offendtrtg
Methodology
Interwewees were defined as deslsters tf they had committed three or more
relauvely serious offences at some point m the past, but had not committed
any offences wlthm the past year ‘ A sample drawn from those who had
consented to being re-contacted when Fist mterwewed was selected on the
basis of theu age, theu sex and the characteristics of their pr]or offendtng In
total, 42 respondents were mvlted by letter to a second mterwew and of
these 21 were subsequently re-mterwewed Of those with whom second
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mterwews were not achieved, SIX refused to be mterwewed and 15 could
not be located AH mterwews were fully tape recorded and all statements are
taken verbatim from mterwew transcripts
Ten males and 11 females aged 16 to 27 were re-mterwewed They had
committed a wide range of different types of of fences, with varying
degrees of frequency and seriousness The process of deslstance wdl vary
according to the type of offence but the mterv~ewees had mostly commit-
ted slmdar offences and dld not tend to spectahse m any one particular
type of cr:me
Each respondent was mterwewed for between 45 and 90 mmutes using a
semi-structured mterwew schedule The mterwew focused on what respon-
dents percewed to be the most Important developments m theu hves, focus-
ing m particular on
s the tmnsmon from school to college, work, trammg or unemplo~
ment
. movmg away from home and estabhshmg an independent hvmg
space
o losutg and gaumtg friendships
l formmg relationships with the opposite sex and hawrrg chddren
. the use of Ielsure time and the consumption of alcohol and drugs
The mterwews are necessarily subjectwe accounts whch are prone to distor-
tion m a number of ways Since they are retrospectwe accounts, their accu-
racy wdl be affected by the quahty of the respondents’ memories of (often
long-past) experiences and events These events may also have been
subjected to dlffermg degrees of reconstruction and redefmltlon
Explanations which follow some mrne after an event may therefore be partly
lmprowsed or speculate A degree of valrdny could have been achieved by
conductutg comparable mterwews with non-offenders and non-deslsters, but
the resources for this were not avadable
In contrast to the survey, the m-depth mtervlews prowde detaded mfor-
matlon on a small number of mdmduals rather than a hrnlted amount of
mformatlon on a large number of people They can be used to dlustrate
a much wider range of influences on behavlour, but of course what
aPP1les to one mdlvldual may not apply to another The survey hlgh-
hghted the hkely influences on deslstance at the aggregate population
level, the m-depth mterwews only explaut deslstance at the zrzdzvzdual
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level and even then only for a small, not necessarily typical, sample
Hmung said this, the mtervlews produced some strlklng slmdarltles m
terms of hfe experiences and whdst each case 1s different m Its detad, a
number of common threads can be ldentlfled which permeate the lives
of young deslsters As wdl be seen, there are stall some mdlvldual males
for whom social development can Impact upon their offending
behavlour
The mterwews prowded mformatlon on how the process of deslstance zctu-
ally unfolds Some offenders stopped quite suddenly, either by m~kmg a
conscious decmon to do so or due to radical changes, forttutous or other-
wise, m them circumstances Others desist gradually, mtermlttently and often
unconsciously w[th changes m thetr circumstances and behawour For them,
the process of deslstance may be spor-adlc, with periods of offendrng inte-
rspersed between periods of deslstance
Some of the people Identtfled as deslsters - that M said that they had not
offended wlthm the year prior to the survey - had reoffended since the first
mterwew, which was conducted eighteen months earher It lS of course
possible that others may offend m the future So whdst some mterwewees
could not be defined with any certauwy as permanent deslsters, they all
prowded useful explanations for thetr attempts to gwe up offending In some
cases there had been a reduction m frequency or seriousness, whdst m
others there was a genuine behef that they had to all tntents and purposes
gwen up offending, with just the occasional lapse
The remamder of this chapter describes and explains the process of desls-
tance m the context of the development of responslbrhty and matumy on
the basis of the mterwewees’ own narratwe accounts
Personal and social development and deslstance from offending
On the basis of a careful analysls of the mterwews with deslsters, four prmcu
pal mechanisms or processes can be Identfled as mfluencu-tg deslstance 2
(1) Dlsassoclatlon from offenders
(u) Formtrrg stable relationships and having chddren
(LU)Acqumng a sense of dmectlon
(w) Reahsmg m tune or Iearnmg the hard way
~ _il.$.(OUcPro.a,.. . . . (..d.. doubt do) oved.p and should nor be Kmstd.rcd m dmncr akcrm UV.S
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Disassociation from delinquent peers
A key thre~d runmng through the mterwewees’ accounts of ho-w thev
stopped offending, as found m the prewous chapter, concerned their dlsas-
soclatlon from other offenders In some cases It was an ex-partner or a
slbhng, but m most cases It was [heir peer group Dlsengagmg from dehn-
quent peers, whether consciously or by chance, IS a necessary condmon for
deslstance and may occur m a number of ways The simplest 1s when a
parent or slbhng intervenes to bring about such a chmge Much of one mter-
wewee’s offending, for example, was committed with one spectilc friend
and only ended when hls brother acted to end the relationship
He was a close frtend at the tzme i~y brother beat bzm up fn-st for
takzng me out m the fzrst place then be explcuned, be wud ‘look,
bek a real zdtot, I don ‘t want you banging around wttb that sort of
people ‘ ~d stall see bzm around, but I don’t bother doing anytbzng
wttb lnm anymore
More common, but more complex and protracted, is where an mdmduaf grad-
ualfy breaks away from dependency on a peer group In such cases, separating
from delinquent peers 1s hkely to stem from some concurrent or precedtng
transmonary event, such as leaving one’s home town or gwmg up excesswe
drug and alcohol use For gmls, Ieavmg school m particular presented an
opportLuuty to relmqmsh ties with delinquent peers and start a new Me
Many of the gds reported hawng ser&s problems at school and, as found
m the survey, the act of Ieavmg school could change the~ behavlour dramatr
tally In many cases, Ieawng school meant sevemng ties with school friends
who had adversely mffuenced the~ behawour, or prowded an opportusuty
to rehnqulsh a reputauon for dlsruptwe behavlour Leaving school and
movutg on to some form of employment, trammg or further education offers
an opportumty to form new frlendslups m a more adult envuonment
mY friends used to be encouraging as well, saying ‘yeah come on,
lets go and do tbts, do that’ so Iyist used to be stuptd and go and
do d As soon as I went to college at was ]ust d@erent A dzfferent
atmosphere, the people were dtfferent The students were dzfferent I
tbmk that tf I bad gone to the same col[ege that all my frzends dtd,
then maybe I would have carrted on doing the same tbmgs But
because I deczded that 7 don ‘t want to go wttb my friends, I want
to go and fznd new friends’ I found out exactly wbzcb college eve?y-
one was going to and I made sure I went to a dzflerent one I]ust
thought that I dzdn ‘t want to be round them any longer than I bad
to I was there for school, I wanted to start a new hfe, knowing that
I bad no educatzon bebmd me I knew that zf I dzdn ‘t get good
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grades I’d have to work up for the rest of my lzfe, so the best tbzng
to do M move away from my frzends, go to college, and I thought
that was much better for me Tbe best moue I could ever have done
I made more frzends and they weren ‘t anytbmg hke the ones I left
bebmd at school
In contr~st to leaving school, the potential effects of leaving home on offend-
ing behawour are more uncertain For some, movmg away from a home envu
ronment or nelghbourhood m which parents, slbhngs or peers me revolved
m offending, can also offer a fresh start But for others, the very act of
Ieavmg home may create a whole new set of problems, mcludmg attachment
to a new group of dehnquent peers In practice Ieavmg home, especlallv for
boys (see Chapter 5), IS as hkely to escalate as reduce mvolvemem m offend-
ing, and wdl depend on a wide range of factors, not least of which IS
whether a young person possesses the emotional maturity and the necessary
resources to begin to budd a Me of their own, or 1s pushed out prematurely
mto a world of uncertainty, msecurmy and rmk
One mtetwewee described how, on falhng out with lm mother and leawng
home at the age of 16, he was introduced to drugs for the first time and “It
ptst escalated from there” He described how hLs offending behavlour from
then on was mextrlcably related to drugs, mcludmg buying stolen goods m
exchange for drugs and threatening chents who owed hlm money
Expertmentatlon with drugs IS often associated with a high risk hfesryle
which includes other forms of offending behawour, even though the age of
onset of offending tends, on average, to precede drug use by two to three
years
In Chapter 5, It was shown how conttmung involvement LOoffendtng IS also
closely associated with heavy alcohol use, often with frtends of the same
mchnatlon The mtervlews with deslsters comlrmed these fmdmgs There
are ways, however, m which young men can extricate themselves from such
a hfestyle A change mav be triggered by some external influence, such as
acqumng a stable relationship with a woman, which can help a young man
to acquire a sense of manhood m ways which associating with hls fellow
peers cannot One mtervlewee described how he stopped getting mto
trouble when hls partner persuaded hlm to stop drmkmg, whdst several
referred to how having chddren led to them stopping drmkmg and starting
to behave more responsibly
I fmd that when you have a famdy your r-elatzonsbzps wttb your
frzends seem to get pusbed to tbe back a bzt I don ‘t~ust tbmk of
me, I am now a famdy I don ‘t go out drmkmg at ntgbt, Iprefer to
drink indoors, I don ‘t go and szt m a pub much I’ve lost contact
wztb most of those sort of people [wztb whom bzs offending was
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ctssoc~ated] I don ‘t deal [drugs] no more, well, I don ‘t really smoke
[cannabts] no more I’m slowly pulltng away from that circle OJ
people Sometbmg was boktmg me back because zt was rtzflzcult Lo
pull away from them
In general, mtervlewees stated that commmmg cnmmal offences was closely
related to other forms of problematic or “chdchsh” behwlour, especdly
alcohol and drug abuse Interwewees were often unable to dmngtush the
reasons for gwmg up these forms of behawour from the reasons for gmng
up offending The regular consumption of alcohol and experimentation with
drugs are common features of teenage hfestyles and many of the factors
which influence deslstance from drug and alcohol abuse wdl apply equally
to offending Ultunately, It N not clear to what extent deslstance from offend-
ing precedes, comcldes w]th or follows deslstance from alcohol and drug
use - all three may well apply m dtfferent cases - but for many young people
the same influences may well lead to deslstance from all three kinds of
behavlour
Adolescence M a period of uncertainty m which ldentmes are tentatwely
constructed and m whrch efforts are made to fmd a sense of dtrectlon and
achieve a sense of belonging Close attachments to peers are both a
symptom and a product of these pressures, but dehnquent peer groups
cannot offer long term sohmons to them Thus m addltlon to finding ways of
disengaging from dehnquent peer groups, young people must also be
offered escape routes m the form of legmmate opportunmes for growth and
self-development
Forming stable relationships and having children
The survey fmdmgs showed that for females, formmg partnerships, getung
married and having chddren were all strong predictors of deslstance
(Indeed all of the married women m the sample had desisted from offend-
ing ) The mterwews clearly confirmed these fmdmgs One mtervlewee
described how her hve-m ~oyfrlend had been able to influence her away
from getting revolved m tights by preventing her from going mto town at
mght Another described how her relatlonshrp wdh an older man had kept
her out of trouble
I met N– and my kfe settled down qutte a bzt He was older than
me I wanted somebody who bad a sense of dwectzon of where
they wanted to be going So then my hfe settled down, and I moved
m wztb bzm I felt that I’d found what I’d been looking fo~ I’d
been searcbtng for sometbzng Then be was 23, the age gap
doesn ‘t show now, but then I needed somebody who was a bzt oldeq
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who wasn ‘t going to get me mto trouble, somebody wbo was famly
solzd and relzable
But the greatest mfhtence on deslstance came not from partners but from
having chddren AU of the mothers mtervlewed spoke of the profoundly
posmve influence that chddren had on their hves, outlook, ldentlty, sense of
responslbdlty and behawour Several young women stated that responslbrhry
for chddren had brought about a complete change m their hfestyle they
drank less, used fewer drugs, soclahsed less, saw them friends less and
stopped offending
Itbmkzts tbebest tbmgtbat’s bappened tome Otberwzse I’d bean
alcobohc Tbat really cbangesyourlzfe wbenyou ’uegotcbddren
Before I]ust used to tbmk of myseCf all the ttme but now I tbmk
of my cbddren fzrst You ]ust stop tbmkmg about yoursel~ going
out and en]oymg yoursel~ you want wbatk bestfor them
I’d say that baumg [a son] was one of the best tbmgs that happened
to me Wztbout btm I’d probably be dead Lzke before I bad Lnm
when 1 was working m the pub, you tend to go out every rugbt, and
]ust get totally pzssed Yourd ]ust get really bad, tts no way to hue
really I was on a self destruct course baswally There’s more to
hfe than going out and gettmgptssed
These changes arose out of the practical and emotional consequences of
motherhood Opportututles for offending are severely reduced Fmdmg
babysitters, finance and tune to go out N dtificuk Having chddren meant a
dady routine, putting your own needs second, becommg responsible for
someone else
The ktds [are] the btggest change [since early teenage] They’ve put
some order mto my hfe A routine Your hfe N ordered as soon as
yotL have a cbdd, you have to be responsible You ‘re not-pzst coping
wztb yourself now, there n somebody looking for you for every-
tbmg, and you’ve got to be there for them
But hawng chtldren does not act as an automatic panacea One mterwewee,
for example, contumed to get revolved m fights after her chddren were born
and was stall strwmg to control her violence at the time of the mterwew She
worried, however, about the consequences of her fightu-tg for her chddren
There was the risk of getting seriously uyured m a fight or the risk of impris-
onment tf she uqured someone
There’s people now when you go down tbe town wbo wotddn ‘t
tbmk twzce getting a glass out now and walloping you, so obvz-
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ously you ‘ue got to tbmk ‘T can ‘t get muolued m tbzs m case some-
tbmg happens and who’s going to look after the kzds after that?”
She was Jlso concerned about what the chddren would think of her f she
came home covered m brmses or f they found out thot she had a reputmon
for being a fighter Another mtervlewee was sundarly concerned about the
repercussions her offending might have for her chtidren, even though she
didn’t yet have any
One other reason why I stopped was that I know that I want to
have clnla?en when I’m ready, and I don ‘t want my cbddren
growzng up knowing that I was that kmd of person that used to
just go around ftgbtmg I don ‘t want to be a mother that’s been
flgbtlng all the way through her ltfe and stall can ‘tstop even
when sbe”s bad cbddren I don ‘t want them to be brought LLphke
that
An important effect of having chddren 1s Its influence on an mdwldual’s
ldentlty and sense of matumy AU the Lnterwewees with chddren described
how they became less self centrecl and referred to the increase m
responslbdlty wIuch accomparues parenthood For some, dus change m how
they percewed themselves arose m part out of a unprovement m the way m
which they were percewed by theu parents
Before I bad kzds I was always out wztb dzjjlerent boys, never m,
always out, always getting drank, but when I bad my j%-st kzd I
trted to stop all that I trzed get a borne together I just changed, my
whole hfe pst changed As a person I felt more responsible, I could
have stayed going out and bavmg a good tzme, but I dzdn ‘t, Fve
got on better wztb my famdy since then, they ‘ue sazd Ike matured,
~m not sure bow I dtd, but they sazd I dtd I don ‘tregret bavmg
cbddren, It was that best tbmg I ever dzd
For young men, the effects of setthng down and having chddren are not so
Immediate or apparent Not all the young men who formed new famdles
stopped offending Half of the male mterwewees were married at the tune of
the mterwew, or had been m the past, but of these, most had contumed to
offend for some mne after formmg a long-term relatlonslup In some cases
relationships exerted a restratmng effect during periods when the relation-
ship was good, but any stresses and problems m the relationship led to
depression, drmkmg and offending For some, the relationships just weren’t
strong enough to bring about the necessary condmons for deslstance But
for others, relationships had a clear and beneficial effect One mtet-wewee
described how a stable relauonsfup at the age of 20, 18 months of which
was m marriage, affected hls behawour
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Well, It’s women z’n’zt they change your ltfe Tbczt’s all that
matters to me when I’m m a relatlonslxp - the woman And I tend
to stay away from the pubs and all that when ~m wttb a woman I
remember going mto the pub wztb my wtfe I’d been m there tbe
pretnous two weekends and ztbad gone ofl and the landlord come
u.D to me, and there was a flgbt zn there on tbzs particular nzgbt,
and I stayed rzgbt out of d, I was wutb me wzfe, and tbe next day I
went m there and the landlord sazd to me ‘why don’t you bring
your wzfe out every tzme?’ I satd ‘why?’ He scud, ‘weil that’s the only
tzme you ‘re never fzgl?tzng’ So maybe meetmg beq you know,
stopped at
As w]th young women, the overall effect of hawng chddren was usually benefi-
cad for young men, at least m retrospect In the short term, hawng cfuldren
tended to come as a considerable shock, mcreasmg levels of stress and some-
tunes tnggermg fhght from the relatlonslup Facing up to the responslbdmes
of fatherhood m practice was often d~ticuk and often took “a long tune to get
used to” It often depended on thew age and the~ maturity One mterwewee
described how, at 21, he was lust “too young” for fatherhood
[Bezng a dad] was a[rzgbt but I was only wztb ztfor 3 months, but
yeah tt was a good feehng But tbmgs started to go wrong and I
moved out then She was std[ here for a wbzle And I used to baby
stt on Saturday nzgbts so she could go out wttb her mates The baby
used to scream the house down, tt dtd my bead m, I couldn ‘t wad
to leave tt
The fmdmgs from the mam survey dld not extend to young people over the
age of 25 and It IS suggested m the conchmons to Chapter 5 that young men
may begin to grow out of offending afier the age of 25 The mterwews with
deslsters utcluded one male respondent aged 27 and It 1s worth noting how, by
dus age, the mffuence of chddren on hIs hfe and kus sense of responslbtiry
had, with the benefit of Iundslght, become of considerable unportance
Probably the smg[e largest change m my lzfe zs cbddren Once you
have cbddren you are no longer responszbte lust for yourse~ you ‘re
also responsible for somebody else Somebody elsek hfe, tbetr future
too and I owe zt to my cbddren too, to secure tbezrfuture
Several of the older men who had chtldren related the experience to stop-
ping offending As one father put It
Its tbe responszbzlzty Of being a father - you ‘ve got kzds now, you ‘?-e
not the teenager that YOU used to be Its an improvement to be
settled down now I have two cbddren and you feel more mature I
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]ust want to szt at borne and be wztb me bawns and take them to
the par-k
AS found for women, hwmg chddren can alter a man’s self percepuon and
the way he 1spercewed by others, especially hls famdy of orlgm
I?,e got a commitment, he got the bcurns to [ook after And they
(j?nsparents) are seeing that, they are seeing me as a more mature
adult, and I tbmk they respect me for atand I respect them
Parenthood is the most powerful rite of passage m contemporary soclery
and, m many cases, is accompamed by acceptance mto the world of adult-
hood The sense of responslbdlty engendered by parenthood - gradually
among men and more unmedmtely among women - leads to changes m the
way m which the needs of other people are percewed, which m turn are
hnked to cognmve changes which reduce propensmes to comnut offences
Having chddren forces one to think of the consequences of one’s own
actions, mcludmg crlmmal actions
Acquiring a sense of direction
The majority of young people m their late teens and early twenties are
neither married nor have chddren More of the young women wdl begin to
settle down during this period than the young men, but since offending
begins to drop off as early as the mtd-teens, there must be other reasons why
some young offenders desist In addmon to estabhshmg a stable relatlonslup
and having chddren, young people can acqume a degree of maturity by
taking on responslbdltles, forging commitments and estabhshmg a dady
routine through structured and meanmgful actlvlty One mterwewee
stopped offending when she got revolved m rehglon
I]ust want to try and hue my lzfe bow tbe bzble says I really bekeve
at’s true That’s made a really bag mjluence on my ltfe I wou[dn ‘t
dream of doing half tbe tbtngs that I used to do I always beheved
m God I dtdn ‘t really understand anytbmg to do wztb tbe btble, so
real~yfor me zt was a new dncovery If you read zt, zt tells you tbe
tbmgs you sbor.dd be doing and not doing, and really that% the best
way of hfe Even zf zts not true, what they predtct, zt stz[l makes
somebody a much better person
Others found a deeper meamng to them hves through voluntary work One
young man, for example, found provldmg cheap furmture to disadvantaged
groups had mffuenced hls behawour and had shown hum there were others
worse off than hun
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tbts voluntary work I’m dozng pas] really done some good Coz
one tbmg I’ve reahsed recently n that no matter bow bad you are
(fmanczally] there k hundreds of other peop[e out there who are a
damn szgbt worse off than you are
Employment trammg schemes could prowde a sense of structure and d]rec-
uon and one young woman felt her involvement on a YTS course had
stopped her offending
I was gzven an opportunity to, b-y the YTS It was a lot dzfferent
from scboo[ because zt was a lot more dzsczpltned and you
couldn ‘t truant or takes days off here there and everywhere I
settled down a tot more When I knew I was going to do ~S],
anytbzng cnmmal I kept well away from because I dzdn ‘t want
to jeopardzse that I bad an opportunity to stop before zt was too
late
The fear of Iosmg a posmon as a consequence of offending was echoed m
comments about work One mtermewee’s pm-nary motwatlon for avoldmg
“trouble” was that lt would rmk hun Iostng hls hve+n lob m a country restau-
rant, which would also result m hopelessness Another feared Iosmg f-us lob
as a consequence of hls employer fmdmg out about hls involvement m
fights
I bad a Job And A_k a small town, I was workzng m the local
bospztal you go out on a Frzday mgbt and bump mto 10 or 20
people you worked wztb, one of them k only got to see you scrap-
ping or getting up to no good and off they go up the bospztal and
tell everybody, Itsjust bad news
For others, It was not lust the r:sk of Iosmg one’s Job, but also of jeopardlsmg
future prospects
I%e got more to lose I need a good reference from work tf I want a
decent job and ~m looking for a decent job because f’m looking for
a graduate job, so I wouldn ‘t really want to Jeopardise that
Securing employment helped some mterwewees stay out of trouble not so
much because lt provided a Iegmrnate source of income, but because u
prowded them with a sense of financial responslbdlry One man aged 19
described how once he started work, he took over responslbdlty for
earning the money to pay the balls and now dld all the papemvork for the
famdy’s finances HIS famdy (mother and slbhngs) now saw hlm as the
mam breadwinner Another began to appreciate the monetary value of
things
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Once you start workzng or paying taxes or tbmgs hke that, and
then you tbmk yOLL‘repaying for CLl[these servtces, so when that bus
shelter over there gets smashed lts tax payer’s money Or the bus
fares go LLpto pay for tbe glass getting smashed
Others no longer committed acqulsltwe offences because, through employ-
ment, they had enough money to buy the things they needed One young
woman, for example, shophfred cosmetics and other consumables m her
teens because she could not afford them Once she had enough money to
buy the things she needed, she stopped However, several mtervlewees
mentioned lapsing back mto offending on occasions when they had no
money, even after a decmon had been taken to stay out of trouble This dlus-
trates an Important point, namely that the process of acqumng and mamtam-
mg a sense of dmectlon can be undermmed by changes which can, often
suddenly, affect people’s hves and lead them back mto a Me of offending But
the above also dlustmtes that where young people can find a sense of dlrec-
tlon, particularly through employment, It may lead to a sufficient investment
m, or commitment to Iegmmate actwmes which they are unwdhng to )eop-
ardme by breaking the law
Realising in time or learning the hard way
Some feared the physical consequences of theu own wolent behavlour -
either m terms of UIJLIry to themselves or mpry to other people One mter-
wewee described how she began to question her involvement m fights as
she began to reflect on the consequences of her acuons both for herself and
for others
~m dzfferent Ile calmed down I used to be a btt of a loud mouth
~m a more quzetperson now I was more cbddzsb then I used to do
stuptd tbmgs Pzck arguments for no reason As I gradually got
older I thought to myself ‘why am I fzgbtmg? why am I bullyzng
someone else, coz I wouldn ‘t hke to be m that sztuatzon ’ 50, from
there I dtd learn from my lessons really, after I got beaten up one
tame I tbougbt ‘why am I doing tbts?’ It stopped me I tbougbt about
zt and I tbougbt 7 don’t need tbzs’ And I’ve never bad a fzgbt since
Before I left school I wasn ‘t scared of txolence, but when I got mto
college I got scared of atand I backed oflfr-om zt”
For some, theu continued uwolvement m offendmg led to crumnal convlc-
tlons, whdst others feared they might end up m court or even custody ti
they didn’t stop soon Leawng school or reaching the age of 16 was
percewed as a watershed after which the repercussions for commmmg
offences became serious
Explalmng demtance from offending
now I’ve left school, zf yOLl get caught for It you go strazgbt to
court now, don ‘tyou
that all stopped [sbophftm.g’ around the age of 16 BaszcaUy ‘COZI
1eahsed that I was at tbe age where zf I got cczughtjor zt I could get
done for zt Under 16 tt would just be a warning or sometbmg, It
dzdn ‘t botber me that much
The percepuon that as one gets older warrungs stop and real punishment
begins was echoed by a number of mterwewees Some saw the threat of
Imprisonment as a strong deterrent
If I’d got caught sboplzftmg every tzme I dzd d, yeah, I’d have bad
cautzons for the fzrst two tzmes and tbe tbzrd would baue been
young offenders’ [mstztutzon]
I tbmk that because I was scared of tbe polzce and I was scared of
getting pzcked up and put mto lad, tbe tbougbt of that frzgbtened
me and I tbougbt I never want to end up zn a]azl or mprzson or tn
any tbmg lake that
Those who had been convicted of offences m the past gradually became
aware of the potenwd repercussions of repeated offendzng - the unphcatlons
of having a crunmal record, the problem of being labelled, whether offend-
ing was “worth It” - before they made conscious decmons to stop
It was a consczous deczszon that I bad to make As I got older I
dtdn ‘t see tbe point m what I dzd, coz at tbe end I tbougbt “what
happens zf I get caugbt~ - A crzmwzal record “ You tbznk of the
[Ong term consequences and zt]ust wasn t worth lt
{ff you get caught] you’re marked down you are labelled [a tbzefl
I’d rather not have that kznd of label
The process of deslstance tends to occur gradually and often mtermlttently
with earher attempts to stop offending thwarted by outside pressures or
changes m cmcumstances For one ulterwewee, who consciously decided to
stop on a number of occasions during hls late teens and ultunately “learnt
the hard way”, a number of influences, and m parucular the reahsatlon that
offending was wrong and the mu-mnent threat of unpnsonment, eventually
came together over a three-year period to end kus offending career
Reahsmg that zts wrong 1s tbe mazn [reason for stoppm~ Itk reahs-
zng that these tbmgs don’t pay All of them don’t pay an the long
run, anyway Short-run, they mtgbt do a [Me bzt But then you get
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cczugbt Then you get taken to court Then you keep reoffendmg,
you keep ongettmg back to court andtberz tbatk when tbeysczy
rzgbt borstcds, prtsons and I mean, I don ‘t want to go to ptmon, I
don’t tbmk I could surulue zn prtson I know lots ofpeopte m
przson - lots of my frzends The Lmpact of the police worked on me
For others, It was the experience of Lmprlsonment which deterred them
from further offending
Itk eztber lzue outszde or hue m przson zsn‘t zt Tbatk the cbotce
yotL ‘ue got If you ‘re zn between crzme and leadzng a good lzfe,
you ‘re m between Iwzng a good l~e or lzvmg a prtson hfe And ~d
lzke to hue a good hfe and stay cd home [Przson] scared me It
does, zt scares you przson People zn przson are nutcases I’ve
bad tbe experience and I don’t want zt agazn Itk not good ~d]ust
rather Itve a normal lzfe and tty to stay out of trOLLble
Thus m many cases It 1s not one spectilc event or experience which leads to
resistance, but some combutatlon of tnffuences wlmch change a person and
their lives
I tbznk what zt was that [my son] was born Tbatk wbcttk caused zt
I tbmk zt WLMtbe tbougbt of bezng zn przson and rue got a batrn
now and rue got to look after number one At the moment I%e got
no need to go out and do anytbmg For a wbzle afier school I went
of the razls, but I realzsed that [ bad a kfe to lead cznd that there were
better tbmgs than bezng m prrson I’ve settled down wztb kzdr and at
bzt me m the bead sort of - >ou(ve got to sort your lzfe out now’
The decmon to stop offending was often a rational declslon based on an
aPPralsal of the costs and benefits of contutmng to offend and m pasmcular
the costs of utcreasutgly severe penaltles as one gets older The threat or the
fear of lmprlsonment, the influence of the pohce and the courts, the reahsa-
tlon of what Imprisonment does to one’s chddren or one’s friends - all these
can contribute to the process of deslstance But to ensure deslstance, these
experiences have to bring about a cognmve change which ensures that
offenders fully reahse that crime doesn’t pay, that It 1s moralfy wrong, that
one’s actions adversely affect the Ilves of others and thar one has
responslbdmy for people other than oneself
Maturity, responsibility and moral development
Most mterwewees gave concrete reasons for stopping offending A few said
they gradually “reahsed It was wrong”, but most said that It was because they
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had grown up, c~lmed down, were less cluld]sh, more responsible or mature
or Simply no longer fdt the “need” to offend Being more mlture meant
seeing other people’s po]nt of wew, taking responslbdltv for others -
parents, slblmgs, pzrtners, chddren - and ultimately for themselves
I don ‘t know what d u tbcdputs zt bebmd you lput d down to tbe
ocquzsztzolz of responszbdzty You ‘ue got a responszbzhty to yozLt-seIf
yoLl ‘Ue got a reSpO?2Slbd1@ to people you work wzth YoLLrYanzdy
And bezng caught and labe[[ed as a tbzef can dzmznzsb that
responslbddy
It meant feeling ashamed of one’s actzons, wbetber towards tbe
rnctnn or towards frzends or members of the famdy and tbmkmg
about tbe consequences of yOLLr bebavtour rather than actzng
zmpulszue[y
~m crlrzgbt gwmg someone a bzdmg one ntght, bwt I can’t stand
facing them the next day I don ‘tlake tbmklng, T??%going to btLmp
znto that bloke down tbe bzgb street, oh sbzt, what am I going to
say?’ And tbzsplace N so small, zts such a small town zf someone k
btt someone tbe whole town knows about zt the next day And d
lust causes too ??’rUCbtroLlb[e
When I was younger I worked on an ?mpulse baszs If I wanted to
do sometbmg I went out and dzd zt - I dzdn ‘t euen tbmk about the
consequences of what I was doing Up to the age of about 16 or 17
Whereas now tf I get an tdea abOLlt sometbmg that I want to do I
spend a lot more tame tbtnkmg about bow d’s going to affect other
people around me So I’m a httle more sensdie
Acting sensibly, thmkmg before doing somethmg and respecting others are
all hallmarks of maturity During the transition from chddhood to adulthood,
various landmarks such as leaving home and formmg partnerships are
passed, which may act as stimulants or hindrances to the development of
matunry In practice, however, the process of deslstance IS complex and as
thn final quotation dlustrates, It frequently comprises a combination of a
number of influences
I tbznk the sdlmess bad to stop, lzke the ulttmate tbzng that the
parent dreads zsthe daughter getting pregnan~ and I dzd that And
once I’d done that I couldn ‘t really rebel because bow can you rebel
wdb hke a kzd~t I stzll don ‘t tbmk that I was grown up during the
pregnancy I tbznk tt was after tbe baby was born I think It’s
bezng on my own Away from [ex-partner] away from my parents
and whatever else I’m here, zf anytbzng gets done zt gets done
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becatLse I do tt I tbmk tt’s lack of time as well If you ‘ue got a lack
of tzme you can hardly get mto trouble
The hfe-history mtermews have shown that events md experiences associ-
ated with deslstance exert thew effect through brmgmg about clumges m an
mdwldual’s Idenmy, outlook and sense of maturity and responslbdlty Most
young offenders who eventuaffy desist from offending do so by disengaging
from other dehnquent or dewant influences, makmg a fresh start, finding
some sort of dlrectlon and meanmg m hfe, setthng down and formmg a
famdy of theu own or by learning that ultimately crune doesn’t pay Wlulst
on the whole young men up to their mld-twenties are less hkely to undergo
these changes than young women, there are clearly some mdwtdual men
who constitute exceptions and It IS on the basis of theu success that pohcles
for encouraging the more mtramgent offenders to gwe up a Me of crime
COLddbe developed
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7 Discussion and conclusions
The findings of this national self-report study of offending by young people
are largely consistent with other studies of dehnquency, both m th:s country
and elsewhere (see, for example, Junger-Tas et al, 1994, Farrmgton, 199’4a,
Rdey and Shaw, 1985, Rutter and Gdler, 1983) Like other se~-repofl studies,
the findings show that offending amongst young people IS widespread and
that a substantial proportion of young people are actwely engaged m
cormmttmg a wide range of property and vloient offences, from shophftirtg,
burglary and handhng stolen goods to threats, assaults and the consumption
of dlegal drugs Whale most offenders commit no more than one or two
offences, a substantial mmorlty admitted to commlttmg more than fwe
offences m 1992 and to uwng drugs (predommandy camabls) on a regular
basis Gwen these prevalence and mcldence rates, efforts to prevent or
reduce offendrng and drug use amongst young people must be of paramount
unportance
Cmmnahty prevenuon entads preventing mdnuduals from ever starung to
offend and, m the event that they do start to commit crimes, to stop them
from offendtng as soon as possible thereafter The former can be aclueved by
developing a range of pohcles wkuch mpact upon the factors which predw
pose young people towards commlttmg offences The latter can also be
aciueved tks way, but more often the prevention of reoffendmg IS consid-
ered to be the responslbdq of the cm-runal prstlce system However, as the
Home Affaws Comrmttee on Juventle Offenders noted (House of Commons
1993), thts 1s a comparauvely expenswe way to reduce crune An alternative,
which this study begins to dlummate, might be to ldent:fy the strongest
mffuences on offending and reoffendmg during the transition to adulthood
m the context of an mdlvldual’s personal and social development and
develop pohcles which encourage natural processes of deslstance and
discourage cru-mnogemc influences ‘
Where offending N spread widely but thutly across a large proporuon of the
populauon, the most effectwe response IS hkely to be to uruversally target
the onset of offending wa a variety of socud polrcles In dus study, nearly half
of alf 14- to 25-year-olds admitted co mmmmg at least one offence at some
tune m then hves The ma)orlty of these young people comnm only one or
1 ?ht, ‘would b. ,“ h.,p,.g w,th Chc .CW ph,lo,ophy of pan .( ,h. Cm,.., ,U,,,C. A., ,99, wh,ch ,. KOCIUC=,,h=
mm,.. of ,.diwdual m.m. w mm ,h. sc.tcncmg of young off..dcrs
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two mostly mmor offences and for them, the costly mterventlon of the crmm
rxtl Jusuce system should be molded as far m possible
However, this study also found that three per cent of offenders accounted
for about a quarter of all offences, which 1s m hne wntb other work WIIICII
has found that a small mmorKy of offenders are responsible for a dlspropor-
t[onate amount of offending (Home OffIce, 1993, Hagell and Newburm
1994) For this high risk group of young offenders, social pohcles to encour-
age deslstance need to be combmed with cnmmal prstlce pohcles ~lmed It
preventing reoffendmg The fmdmgs presented above (M well as other
recent research) confirm that both types of response are necessary, but It
was not possible wlthm the contkes of this study to assess the effects of
formal sanctions on deslstance The mam Imphcations for pohcy are there-
fore confiied to ldenufymg prlorlty areas for mterventlon and prevenuon at
dtfferent stages of development It is hkely, however, that f crune IS reduced
by lmprovtng informal controls, the chances of detection md conwctlon Are
hkely to increase for the rernamder who continue to offend
In Chapter 4, the mam factors which dmmgulsh offenders from non-offend-
ers were ldentlfled Of the demographic, famdy and school variables
included m the analysls of the onset of offending, four factors stood out as
strongly correlated with offending - low parental supervmon, truancy and
exclusion from school, having friends and/or slbhngs who were m trouble
with the police and poor famdy attachment, 80 per cent of males with all of
these risks were also offenders The findings from the m-depth mterwews
with deslsters LOChapter 6 confmmed the Importance of peer, famdy and
school factors as the mam influences on starting to offend
Once young people start to offend, the role of the famdy and the school
dumt-ush, whale other mffuences begin to prevad Peer mffuence contumes
to exert a powerful mffuence on the behawour of males (for whom It may
become even stronger), and to a lesser extent females, but overalf the offend-
ing careers of males and females tend to follow quite different paths
Whereas females tend to grow out of offending as they pass a series of land-
marks on the way to adulthood, the same pattern IS not ewdent m the case
of males
In Ch~pter 5, the mam factors which were fOLUIdto be statlstlcaffy associated
with deslstance from offending were ldentlfled For females, these
comprised leaving home, entering mto stable relationships with the oppo-
site sex, formmg new famdles and eventually becommg economlcafly ind-
ependent, socially responsible and se!.f-rehant mdlwduals For males, however,
none of these factors were found to be statistically associated with desls-
tance For them the dvoldance of, or extrication from a dehnquent Mestyle,
mcludmg drmkmg heavdy and using drugs, N the key precondmon for desls-
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tance from crime The findings from Chapter 6, however, suggest that there
are events and experiences (external to the crlmmal pstlce system) which
cm influence mdwtdual yotlng men to stop offending By budding on both
sets of tindmgs, the remamder of this chapter explores a number of lmphca-
t]ons for the development of pohcy and COfIChldeS with some suggestions for
future research wluch budds on the findings of tlm study
Preventing the onset of offending
As fOLlnd by other research on why some young people turn to crime, the
quahty of farndy relationships 1s Identdied as pwotal to why young people
start to commit offences Those with a poor relationship with one or both
parents are more hkely to be inadequately supervised by their parents, to
truan[ from school, to associate with other dehnquents and ultimately to
offend themselves Young people hvmg with both natural parents were
found to be less hkely to offend than those ltvmg with one parent or m a
step famdy, but these differences are largely explained by differences m the
quahty of relationships between young people and theu parents and the
capacq of parents to exercise effecuve supervmon One of the most unpor-
tant components of any cnmmahty prevention strategy must therefore be to
Improve the quahty of relationships wlthm famdles and the capacity of
parents to effectwely superwse their chtldren
Strengthening families
There are many ways m whtch farrubes can be strengthened and Uttmg et al
(1993), m a detaded rewew of research on the relatlonshrp between farmhes
and crime, sets out some of the “mgredlents” of famdy-based crune prevention
They suggest a three tier approach comprtsmg (1) uruversal set-wces, whtch
would be avadable to every family and chdd, (11) nelghbourhood services,
wluch would orLIy be avadable m areas of I@ cmle and socMI disadvantage
and (m) preservation services, which would only be avadable to a small
number of famdles and chddren who have come to the attention of social
serwces Some aspects of this approach rmght be worthy of consideration
Umversal serwces have the advantage of not stlgmatlsmg those who recewe
them as ‘famdles of potential cnmmals’ The most Important universal
serwce IS the provlslon of trammg m parenting skdls m relatlon to all the
developmental stages of chddhood (1 e from birth through to the teenage
years) A natlonaf programme of parent education would be expenswe, but
strengthening famdles would help to produce multlple benefits, mcludmg
reductions m chdd abuse and Improvements U-Lmental health, school perfor-
mance and employment prospects
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Targeung specdlc nelghbourhoods is less expenswe and, It could be argued,
less stlgmatlsmg than tmgetmg famdles at risk Open access famdy centres
could become the cornerstone of a nelghbourhood-based approach to crlml-
nahty prevention They already offer a range of services from famdy therapy
to play groups (sometunes on a self-help basis), and m some cases they may
help famdles stay together by keeping chddren out of care and helping to
prevent abLISe, neglect or famdy breakdown They also offer a venue for
parents who want a place m which to share their experiences and some
offer respite for parents undergoing periods of extreme stress at home Their
effectweness can be enhanced ti volunteer outreach workers are used for
reaching the most isolated famdles Alternately (or addmonally), health vm-
tors might be Wed to ldentLfy famdles ut trouble at an early stage and refer
them for assistance to famdy centres An example of the former 1s Home-
Start, which uses experienced parents as volunteers to vmt the homes of
famdLes with pre-school chddren who are under stress M evahratlon of
Home-Start suggests that It lS successful m prevenung chddren being taken
mto care (Gibbons and Thorpe, 1990) and gwen the strong hnks between
‘care’ and ‘cnmmal’ careers (see, for example, Walmsley, 1991), t~s might be
an u-matwe worth developing more widely
In practice, most faintly support services are for parents of young chddren
and are not armed at parents of teenagers Gwen [hat many parents experi-
ence great dtificulttes with theu chddren when they reach adolescence - the
average age of onset for other forms of dewant behavlour, such as truancy
and rummg away from home, IS also around 13 to 14- It lS perhaps surprls-
mg that more support IS not avadable to parents with teenagers Open
access famdy centres may well offer a spring-board for developing exphclt,
famdy-based crumnahty prevention serwces, which provide local support for
parents with chddren of all ages, but perhaps a speclahsed form of support
for parents of teenagers could be encouraged, slmdar to Home-Start and
using experienced parents as volunteers Together with open access famdy
centres to oversee the co-ordrnatlon of serwces for farmhes at risk, thrs could
open up avenues for pursuing famdy-based crime prevention m a more
systematic form than has hitherto been possLble
Preservation serwces target dysfunctional famdles who are usually known to
the social serwces and m some cases the pohce Efforrs to turn such famdles
around, often through the use of therapy and parent trauung, are necessary
resource mtenswe Evaluations of famdy preservation uutlatlves m [his
country and abroad suggest that they can be effecuve m reducing physical
and sexual abuse and preventing chfldren being taken mto care There IS afso
evidence to suggest that famdy preservation can produce considerable fman-
clal savings compared with foster or resldenual care (Kelly, 1992), although
care needs to be taken to ensure they are not sttgmaosmg, particularly ti the
serwce targets famrhes other than those already known to the authormes
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Under the Chlldren Act 1989, 10cal authormes have a statutory responslbhty
to provide services for famlhes and chldren m need and a duty to tzke
reasonable stePs to encourage children not to commit crlmmal offences The
Department of Health are currently m the process of dmwmg up a Crcular
which wdl require local autbormes to assess the need for the provlslon of
serwces for farmhes and chddren and to draw Up and pubhsh three-year
plms Amongst those whose needs wdl have to be addressed are young
offenders and famdles m need of supporr and lt may be that the findings of
tlus study and their mphcatlons for strengthening famdles as oudmed above
could be incorporated urto such plans
Improwng parental superkwon
The quahty of famdy relatlonslups was also found to be strongly related to
how effectwely parents are able to superwse theu chddren when away from
the home, which m turn is closely associated with truancy, association wnh
deknquent peers and offending Those who have a poor relatlonsfup with
one or both parents are hkely LO spend less tune at home, more tune m situa-
tions which offer opportunmes for commmmg offences and, most lmpor-
tandy, are hkely to care less about the consequences of theu behavlour for
theu famfly Thus mterventlons which Improve famdy relatlonslups are also
hkely to smprove parental supervmon
Poor parental super-vmon may not su-nply reffect a lack of knowledge as to
the whereabouts of one’s chddren or the company they may be keeping, but
a lack of interest m where they may be, what they are doing and with whom
they spend thesr spare tune A few parents may even condone the anti-social
behavlour of their chddren outside the home But the vast ma)orlty of
parents care about what theu chddren get up to and who they associate
with and for them there are also measures which they can take which
directly unpact upon their capacity to supervise them cbddren outside the
home
Rdey and Shaw (1985), m theu study of parental superwslon and dehn-
quency, suggested a number of pointers for parental acuon which apply
equally today Parents could be encouraged to accept that poor relatlonskups
with theu chddren can have lrnphcatlons which extend beyond the four
walls of theu homes, that It may be then chddren who are commlttmg
offences (not somebody else’s) and t they are, parents should make It clear
that they strongly disapprove of such behavlour They could also be encour-
aged to clearly point out to their chddren what may happen If they are
caught offending or using drugs, what the effects of offending behavlour
may be on the famdy and the local commumty and k the~ chddren do end
up m trouble with the pohce, reman cornrmtted to them and supporuve of
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their neecls Most uhportantly, as chddren enter adolescence, parents should
recogmse and begin to acknowledge theu emergmg adult status and m doing
so, zdopt a more co-operatwe approach to the enforcement of rules and
expectauons
One finding of dus study LSthat chddren from single parent (and step) flml-
hes me more hkely to Commit offences than those brought LIp by two nltural
parents Tlus IS Imgely aCCOUflted for by the greater hkehhood that young
people hwng m single or step famdles are more hkely to have a poor relation-
ship with one or both of theu parents (even though the mqorlty wdl stall
have good relatlons with one or both parents) However, a weak association
between famdy type and parental superwslon was dso Identlfled, WIMCII
suggests th~t single parents me hindered from exercmng effectwe SLlpeL_Vl-
slon simply because they lack the support of a partner or because they
(along with step famdles) tend to be financially worse off than other famhes
In an earher study of parental supervmon and dehnquency, Wdson (1980)
found that the most socmlly disadvantaged mothers (mcludmg single
mothers) tended to exert the least superwslon Single parents and step faml-
hes therefore requme special forms of support ~ they are to exercise the
same degree of supervmon over their chddren as two parents particularly, m
the case of single parents, where they spend much of theu tune away from
the home at work
Whdst famfly-based mterventlons are necessary for effectwe prevention, they
ar~ not sufficient As chddren grow older, the effects of a poor relatlonsfup
with a parent and lax parental supervmon can be compounded by adverse
experiences at school and since It IS known that mterventlons which focus
exchrswely on one particular arena (e g the home) or one actor (the chdd or
the parent) do not appear to be effectwe m the long term (Kazdm, 1985), It
would seem that m effectwe crlrnmahty prevention strategy must also
extend mto areas outside the famdy In this study, both truancy and exclu-
sions from school were found to be directly related to offending, mdlcatmg
that schools are also of prunary Importance m preventing crumnahty, partic-
ularly since they play such an unportant medlatmg role m the development
of dehnqueflt peer groups (Reid, 1993)
Strengthening schools
As with offending, truancy IS strongly related to poor relationships with a
parent or parents and low levels of parental super-wslon However, truancy IS
also independently related to offending (as IS exclusions from school and, for
females, low school attachment), which suggests that schools themselves
may play a part m promotmg or reducing propensities to offend Thm
concurs with the findings of other research, parucularly on school effectwe-
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ness, which has found that dmuptwe behawour and persistent non-atten-
dance are strongly related to the organmuon and ethos of mdlvldual
schools, mrespecuve of the kinds of pupIh who attend the school (see
Graham, 1992, Mortmore et al, 1988, RLltter,1979) Effectwe schools offer
them pL1pds a sense of achievement irrespective of abdltv, encourage
commitment mtd full part] clpatlon m all acuvmes, integrate PUP1lS of all abdl-
ues and backgrounds, provide clear and consistently enforced rules and
promote good relatlons between pLIpI1s and their teachers In contrast, mef-
fectwe schools tend tO categorise pupds who behave badly or perslstendy
truant as deviants, madequates or fadures and shift responslbdlty for the
behawour and welfare of dificult puptls to outside agencies or mstmmons
(Graham, 1992)
There have been a number of government led mmauves m the last few years
m the field of education which are ltkely to Impact upon levels of crime and
dehnquency In 1989, the Elton Committee of Inqmry mto dlsclphne m
schools (DES, 1989) summarised those aspects of school management which
head teachers need to consider m efforts to Improve the effecuveness of
them schools Recently Issued government cmculars and guidance on pupal
behavlour and dlsclplme (DfE, 1994a) and school attendance (DfE, 1991 and
1994c) now encourage the ‘whole school’ approach to behavlour, atten-
dance and dlsclphne Schools which adopt the prmclples of the whole
school approach should, therefore, be makmg a duect contribution to the
prevention of crlmmahry through Improvements m behawour and atten-
dance But It 1s more recent government uutlatwes on reducutg truancy ~d
exclusions from school which may be particularly hkely to mtpact on crunl-
nahry
Reduc]ng truancy
The DfE, through Its grants for Education Support and Trauung, funded over
80 projects for reducing truancy m 1993-94 The prolects are designed to
Improve attendance levels at designated schools and Identfy and disseminate
good practice Some proJects u-wolve parents, others focus on u-nprovmg the
technology of reglstratlon, whilst stall others are concerned with the relatlon.
ship between truancy and exclusions or truancy and bullying Further
projects are being funded under the current GEST programme for truancy
and disaffected puptls
A number of measures have also been introduced for reducing truancy
natlonwlde, tncludmg the prowslon of league tables setttng out authorised
and unauthorised absenteeism rates for mdwldual schools and usu’tg comput-
ers to Improve the admrnlstratlon of registration The findings of dus study
suggest, however, that the role of parents 1s unportant and whdst the recent
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circular on school attendance acknowledges the role of parents, It does not
specfi their responslbdmes m any detad
Where ewdence of persistent absenteeism begins to accumulate, It IS impor-
tant that parents are contxcted sooner rather than later and any difiCLdtleS or
problems at home or at school dealt with promptly In some cases, mdmdual
truants may benefit from coonselhng, m other cases lt may be preferable to
revolve the whole famdy Since truancy M associated with low levels of
parental supervmon, efforts to Improve contact between parents and the
school should be encouraged
Research on truancy has fOOnd that chddren who truant at prunary school or
begin to budd up a reputation for persistent absenteeism during the frost
year of secondary school, are more hkely to be excluded from school at
some later date for dlsruptwe behavlour or persistent non-attendance (JNtWA
Consultancy, 1991) The transition from primary to secondary school, which
N recogmsed as an important transition m the hves of chddren, offers an
oPPortunW to ensure that a chdd with a reputation for truancy (or poor
behavlour at school) gets a new start The Importance of tlm needs to be
recogmsed, since reputations carried over from primary school do htde to
help chddren settle to the new and more demandmg environment of
secondary school Other measures which can be (and are) taken to reduce
truancy range from truancy sweeps to home wslts by education welfare oftl-
cers, but the fmdmgs here suggest that whatever the approach, parents must
be revolved and, where possible, exphcltly reformed not only of their
responslbdlty for theu chdd’s attendance at school, but also of the wider
repercussions of them not doing so
Reducing school exclusions
Like other research, this study found that not only are truancy and exchr-
slons from school strongly associated with offending, but also that they are
strongly related to each other Many of the above measures for reducing
truancy WLI1also have a posltwe Lmpact on the behawour of pupds at school,
but there are specflc measures whrch schools can adopt for reducing exclu-
sions Recent educauon Iegmlatlon requires schools to pubhsh attammem
and attendance records, introduce a National Currtculurn and standard
assessment tests These changes may exert pressures on mdlwdual schools
which inadvertently result m a rise m the number of puprls excluded from
mamstream education
In 1992, a survey of exclusions (DfE, 1992) found that the numbers of pupds
being excluded from school were not msubstantlal and a more recent
national survey of pupds out of school (DfE, 1995) has coni%med that the
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number of permanent exclusions from school has been rlsmg m recent
years The number of permanent exchmons recorded for 1993/94 m 101 out
of 109 Local Education Authormes (f-E-As) was over 10,000 This represents
mr almost threefold increase since 1991/92 However, It IS not yet clear what
effect measures taken m the Education Act 1993 (Implemented 1 September
1994) and the accompanying guidance m DfE Circular 10/94 (DfE, 1994b)
has had on that trend Gwen the Irnphcatlons of nsmg numbers of exclusions
for the cnmmal pmce system,’ n N important to ensure that the provisions
of Circular 10/94 (DfE 1994b) are taken up and Implemented m practice
The new Ieglslatlon emphasises that permanent exchmon E to be used spar-
ingly and as a last resort and schools may now no longer exclude pupils
mdefimtely However, the national survey of pupds out of school (DfE 1995)
found that for over half of the 101 LEAs covered by the survey, the new
pohcy on exclusions has yet to be finahsed and approved The DFEE wdl
begin to collect data on permanent exclusions from mdmduaf schools from
January 1996
In addltlon to the recommendauons contained m Cmcular 10/94 (D~,
1994b), there are other measures which can help schools conurtue working
with theu most dtificult puptls School support teams (teams of peripatetic
teachers and chdd psychologists) avoid the stlgmatlsatlon associated with
segregation from mamstream schoohng and enable responslbfity for dlsrup-
twe behawour and persistent non-attendance to remam wtth the school
Most unportantly, they allow both pupds and teachers to resolve dtificultles
wlthm the context m which they arose, uhhsmg, for example, medlatlon,
pupLI councds and bully courts to resolve disputes The national survey of
LEAs found that almost all LEAs now have a team with a role m suppormtg
schools with behavlourally challenging pupds, but only five out of 101 LEAs
reported doing any formal preventwe work
There wdl always be a need to permanently exclude a small mmorlty of
highly dlsruptwe or disaffected pupds from mamstream education In
these circumstances It 1s unportant, as the new legdauon emphasises, to
ensure that adequate alternative education outside school 1s made avad-
able Currently, only about a quarter of secondary pupds (and 40 per cent
of primary pupds) excluded from mamstream schoohng receive home
tultlon and over half of those who recewe such tumon get less than five
hours per week (DfE, 1995) The new legislation aiso places a duty on
LEAs to reintegrate pupds back mto mamstream education The national
survey found that only 15 per cent of those permanently excluded from
secondary schools (27 per cent of primary pupds) are returned to mam-
stream schoohng There M clearly stall some way to go before the new
2 Research has found that c.eluded p.ptls arc m.rc hk.ly m b. pmsccuud for cornmmmg tic same off.net IS those
who zm .OC cxcl.d.d and mm .nd a h.lf urn., more hkely m k mcmc.rmcd for Lhc sane offcncc as chow wbo
h..c nor Of.mn er./ 1981, !%kcr a al 1989)
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Ieglslatton becomes etfectlve m rerlucmg the ch,mces of pupds out of
school from chftmg mto crime
Family.xchool partnerships
To maxumse the development ot socii, cognitive mod educational SMIS m
chdclreo .1 mociel of continuous mterventlon, from pre-school through to
secondary school, mcorpomtmg both famdles and schools, N cequmed
(Gr~ham md Umng, 1994) To tlus end, close inter-dependent Imks could be
developed and sustained between famdles and schools In practkce, however,
famdles and schools tend to soclahse ciuklren m Isokmon from one anodler
Famdy and school norms ancl values sometnnes confhct and te~chers may
blame parents for the behawour of their pupds whdst parents may condone
theu chdd’s absenteeism Some schools feel unsupported by parents who, m
turn, feel mdtiference or antipathy towards schools As found by Mortmlore
et al (1988), an Important b~rner to unprovmg parent teacher collaboration
IS apathy on the part of parents and resistance on the part of te:lchers
If parents and teachers, through greater collaboration, were able to Improve
the academic performance, behavlour and attendance of chddren m school
and the quahty of relationships at home, there ought to be a pay off LOterms
of crlmmahry prevention The National Survey of Heahh and Development
found that parental Lrrterest m their chfld’s education IS the most unportant
factor m determmmg academic achievement at school (Douglas, 1964)
Other research has shown that persistent absenteeism IS related to parental
attitudes to school and parentaf levels of education (iMVACrmwltancy, 1991)
and where teachers and parents adopt slmdar approaches to Lnteractrng with
chddren, academic performance IS enhanced (liansen, 1986) Since there IS
also a close association between academic fadure and persistent absen-
teeism, parents should be reformed as soon as possible of early mdlcatlons of
non-attendance or a sudden dechne m academic performance
There may be considerable scope for mtegratmg parents more m school Me
They can be revolved m the mductlon of pupds transferring from primary
school, wkuch has been found to reduce the mcldence of truancy rn the fiist
year of secondary school (DES, 1989), they can be revolved, through
home school agreements, to Lrnprovmg the super-mslon and control of chddren
who are truanting or behawng dm-uptwelv at school or elsewhere, they can
form social networks m schools to help balance the influences of adolescent
peer groups (Undstrom, 1993), they can reform teachers of sudden adverse
changes m famdy cucurnstances brought on by, for example, unemployment,
hopelessness, famdy breakdown, serrous dlness or bereavement, and together
with teachers they can learn how best to \oLntlyrespond to the emergmg needs
of adolescents as they grow towards adulthood Teachers, for thesr part, can
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commurucate regularly and on a personal basis to parents on posmve, not just
negatwe matters relaung to theu chdd’s performance at school, tbev can make
borne vlslts to butfd up trust and good relatlons with parents as a basis for devel-
oping o )omt approach towzrds the edocatlon md upbmgmg of a chdd, and
tbev can strive to construct a consistent approach to dlsclplme and behavlour
between the home and the school, ensuring that problems experienced by chd-
dren are defined and responded to by parents and teachers m the same way
Since the earher chddren start to offend the more hkely that they WLUcontinue
to offend mto adulthood, pohc]es designed to prevent the onset of offending
should target chtldren before they reach the average age of onset of offendtng,
that E age 13 or 14 It 1s during these years that dehnquent peer groLIps begin
to form and when parents and teachers should be most encouraged to exer-
cise effecuve control and supervmon on young adolescents However, N 1s
often those famthes m greatest adversity wfuch are least well equipped to help
chtldren become responsible, mature, Iaw-abldmg cmzens They often lack
access to informal support nerworks and feel ahenated from local service
prowders In such circumstances schools, parucularly primary schools, may
represent the most unportant, or even the only formal point of contact with
the commumty m which they hve In such commummes, n 1s all the more
unportant that schools do not umulate themselves from the neghbourhood m
wkuch they are situated, but aspu’e to become lts central focus
In 1990) the Home Office pubhshed gmdance on the partnership approach
m cnrne prevention (Home Office, 1990) It provides examples of commu-
mry-based partnersblps which have been developed to tackle crune and the
fear of crune, but expbcltly excludes detaded coverage of what lt refers to as
the separate question of how to prevent young people from embarkmg on
cnrmnal careers The partnership approach to crumnahy prevention has yet
to be developed, but It could begin wnh famdy school partnerships, wluch
need not, of course, be restricted to preventing crumnahty but could encom-
pass a wide range of objectwes
The fmdmgs presented here suggest that both famthes and school have a
central part to play m prevenung cnmmahty, parucularly ti they could be
encouraged to work more closely together The next section discusses how
pohcles might be developed to encourage deslstance from offending for
those who have already begun to offend
Encouraging resistance from offending
In common wmh other research, this study has shown that offending begins
m the early teens, often with expresswe properry crimes such as arson and
vandahsm, before movmg on to more serious forms of crime, mcludmg
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violent crime and the misuse of drugs But where It dwerges somewhat from
other work IS m Its t-lnchngs that young men, m contrast to young women,
tend not to desist from offending m their late teens and twenties The preva-
lence of offending by females m their early twenues IS five tunes lower than
among female )ovendes, but amongst males (and against expectations) the
prevalence of offending actually increases from about 1 m 4 to nemly 1 m 3
ThN N accounted for by an increase m the prevalence of male involvement
m property offending ancl m particular fraud and theft from the workplace
This increase m prevalence amongst males lS partly offset by a greater rate of
dechne m the number of offences committed by actwe offenders compared
with females Whereas the average number of offences committed by this
group declines between the early teens and the early twenties from five to
three for females, the dechne for males N greater - from 11 to four Thus
whale K would seem that guls do indeed “grow out of crime”, the sltuatlon
for males IS somewhat different Since the number of offences per male
offender dechnes, but the number of male offenders actually increases
slightly m the 18 co 25 year age group, lt would appear that whale some
young men grow out of crime, others do not whdst stffl others grow mto lt
Addmonal]y, It would appear that some young men may switch away from
more vmlble and risky forms of offending (presumably, as new and less risky
opportllnltles fOr commlttmg offences present themselves) and towards
offences with lower detecuon rates as they grow older Thts would account
for the dfferent picture presented by officially recorded conwctlons, which
show an unequwocal dechne m offending by males after the age of 18 Thus
as young men grow older, some of them “learn” how to avo[d being caught
rather than how to behave wlthur the constraints of the law But why they
choose to behave dtiferendy to young women needs some explanation
The key to answertng tlus question wodd seem to be embedded wlthm the
different condmons, opportumtles and constraints experienced by males
and females during the transition from chrfdhood to adufthood In Chapter 5,
[t was demonstrated that young males are less hkely than females to acquire
the means for makmg a successful transmon to adulthood They are less
hkely than females to leave home, enter urto stable relatlonsfups with the
opposite sex, form new famdles and eventually become economically ind-
ependent, socially responsible and self-rehant mdwlduals For females, all
these factors were found to be Important predictors of deslstance from
offendsng For males, however, they were not Some males wdl of course not
have experienced these events, but for those who do, It would seem that
they either have a dtiferent effect (e g the experience of having chddren), or
that their effects are delayed beyond the age of 25 Alternately, the effects
of such events may be more than offset or undermmed by other, more
powerful mffuences which sustain involvement m offendtng, at least untd
the mld twenties
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The only factors which seemed to predict deslstance for males were found
to be, firstly, theu perception that their school work was above average and,
secondly, contmumg to hve at home The protectwe effect of standard of
school work supphes unequwocal ewdence to support the contention that
schools matter A detaded assessment of the hterature on the effects of
schools on dehnquency concluded that delinquency IS parually contingent
LlPO13 re]ectmg or being re)ected by school (Graham, 1988) This study has
also found that those who regularly truant (L e re)ectmg) or who are
excluded from school (Ie rejected) are hkelyto offend, but foundno associ-
ation between standard of school work and onset of offending But since
self-assessed standard of school work N a predictor of deslstance, this
suggests that, as found by Elhott and Voss (1974), It IS how schools respond
to low performance, and m particular whether the response leads the pupal
mto regularly truanting or becommg dmwpuve m school, which 1s crucial
Those who, bytheageof 21, were stfflhvmgwlth them parents were more
hkely to desist than those who had left home For these young males, the
erqoyment ofrelatwely good relationships wlththelr parents 1s hkelyto be a
key factor m theu declslon to remam at home, where they may stall be
sub]ect to some degree of parental control and supervmon Research by
Warr (1993) and Rdey and Shaw (1985) has shown that reducing the amount
of ume teenagers spend with delinquent friends can be accomphshed
through spending more tune with parents at home, n M, apparently, not just
a question of the quantlry of nme spent at home, but also the quahty It
would not, however, be appropriate to encourage young offenders to stay at
home (even k lt was feasible to do so) on the grounds that they would be
more hkely to desist from offending The declslon and the tummg of Ieawng
home 1s influenced by many factors and some young people wdl always
leave home (or be pushed out of them home) without adequate preparation
Preparing young people for leaving home
As shown above, the process of transmon from one state of interdependency
to another IS less d~ect and more drawn out for young males than for young
females and whdst leaving home 1s hkely to encourage deslstance for
females, It IS more hkely to postpone It for males In effect, males are
detached from the man trtstltutlons of social control for longer than femafes
as they drift m and out of casual relationships and casual employment and
attach themselves more fmmly and more permanently to groups of hke-
mmded peers
These fmdmgs suggest that many young males would benefit from some
form of adult supervmon, even after they have left home Parents should be
encouraged to accept that them responslbdltles towards the~ chrldren do not
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abruptly termumte when they leave home, but merely change to reflect a
new set of circumstances Of course the parenti of cluldren who have left
home will no longer be m a posltlon to dmectly super-rose them, but they can
mamtam close and regular contact and continue to exert an influence by
exhortation rather than command At the point at which young people leave
home, some parents could be encouraged to learn how to parent their’ chd-
dren (sons) ‘at a distance’
Ideally young people, once they have left home, should possess the internal
controls which render the existence of external controls superfluous In
practice, external controls wdl continue to be necessary for many but m
Brmthwalte (1989) has eloquently argued, social control exercised by slgnu5-
cant others, particularly the famdy, N much more effectwe As teenagers
move from the more controlled envmonment of them home to the less
controlled environment of the commumty, the need for other sources of
informal social control nevertheless becomes apparent The efforts of
parents could therefore be supplemented by encouraging other responsible
aduhs m the commumty (nelghbours, local employees, other parents etc ) to
accept a greater degree of responsibrhty for the superwslon and control of
young people m pubhc places and for adult men m parucular to engage with
and prowde role models for young males
The Youth Service, and particularly detached youth workers, could be
usefully employed to co-ordinate efforts m the commumty to increase info-
rmal social control Detached youth workers are umquely placed m that they
work with groups rather than mdlwduals m their natural enwronment
(usually the street) In some cases, they are the only adults able to reach and
estabhsh a basis of trust and mutual respect with groups of young people
They can therefore act as mtermedlarles between young people on the
streets and their famdles and schools, and could form partnerships with
them to prevent crime and foster deslstance In France, detached youth
workers are commonly used m crune prevention Uuttatwes and the DFEE IS
currently funding a number of youth work approaches to diverting young
people at risk from dnftmg mto crime
Young people today are less hkely to fmd employment and are less hkely to be
able to afford independent accommodation than was the case some twenty
years ago (Kdleen, 1992) As a consequence, young people are under more
pressure to remam at home for longer and find It more dfilcult to contemplate
starting a farmly of ther own Indeed the propormon of young men aged 20 to
24 who were married m 1971 (37 per cent) had declined by more than half by
1987 (15 per cent ) 3 These thctors are of course inter-related - unemployment
constr-mns income which m turn affects access to mdependem housing and
3 %,, d ,1,,, (I,cI,”c ,, ,CCOU”N for by m ,“.,.,s. ,“ d). numb., of ~eq)ltc .C-hab,mg
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delays Ieavmg home, marriage and forrnmg a farndy of one’s own - but together
they form a potent barrier to the mtamment of personal and econonuc indepe-
ndence and estabhshmg an adult Identmy Under sLIch cucumstances, the peer
group takes on a more unportant and more endunng durtenslon as the prmcl-
pal (i not the only) source of securwy, status, sense of belonging and ldenuty
Since, as described m Chapter 6, d]sassocmtlon from delinquent peer groups 1s
a necessary precondition for des]stance from offending, then prowdmg alterna-
te sources of security, Identry and duectkon, especially for those who wdl
leave home whatever the circumstances they are confronted with m the
outside world, N of pammount unportance
One of the prmclpal mechamsms for prowdmg a sense of dmectlon and secu-
rity and bestowing the status of manhood upon young males has tradmonalfy
been through the world of work The experience of work has considerable
significance m structuring an Identny through provldmg the social and
cultural capital necessary for successfully makmg the transmon to adulthood
If education and trammg are associated with dependency and work with
independency, then It 1s perhaps not surpnsmg that young men are finding It
more dtificult and/or taking longer to make the transluon to adufthood But
with the dechmng number of young people m employment, the capacity for
the world of work to provide a rite of passage for young males has dunm-
lshed Anderson (1990), quoted m Hagan (1994), notes that whale factory
lobs m the manufacturing sector once promoted a toughness of demeanour
among young males, such attributes are a dlsabdlty m the new lobs of the
serwce economy It may be that other ways need to be found of makmg
provmon for, and pubhcly acclamung the status of, adulthood m general and
manhood m particular .wnce, as Wallace (1987) proclauns, young men who
fad to get work are at risk of dnftutg UMOa kmd of perpetual adolescence
Whdst for most young males perpetual adolescence M not the norm, It
would seem that the period of adolescence has been extended as a conse-
quence of economic and social changes over the last few decades (Leffert
and Petersen, 1995, Chlsholrn and Hurrelman, 1995) One response to this
by the government has been the setting up of the foyer pdot study Based on
the French system of 450 foyers, which prowde accornmodauon and tram-
mg/employment support to some 45,000 young people aged 16 to 25, It
represents an attempt to prowde a stepping stone to self-sufficiency for
single homeless young people without a steady income Funded by the DE,
the DoE and the Housing Corporauon, the Brmsh foyers offer, m addltlon to
accommodation hnked to trammg and employment serwces, tramutg m llter-
acy, numeracy, hfe skdls and independent hvmg The pdot scheme M
currently being evaluated by the Uruversmy of York
A varlatlon on the foyer mltlatlve, the Crescent, has been set up by the
Surrey Care Trust for young single people who are homeless, unemployed
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and at risk of offending The mam alm of the umtlatwe IS to offer 16 to 25-
year-olds who fall mto tins category of risk temporary shared accommoda-
uon, employment trammg, recreational acovmes, counseling and support so
that they can eventually lead fully self-sufticlent and independent hves EIch
tenant has to sign up to a contract which not only specdies the detads of
them tenancy, but also the necessmy to abide by “house rules” It !s however
Important to recogmse that umtmuves such as these are stall m their mfzmcy
and m yet untested Care should be taken to ensure that expectations are not
unduly rinsed and It may be prudent to heed some of the crltlclsms of foyers
(see, for example, Gdchnst and Jeffs, 1995) Nevertheless, foyers have the
potential to be an Important source of attachment for young single people
without housing and employment whdst simultaneously prowdmg an envb
ronment m which a degree of control and superwslon can be developed and
mamtamed
Imtlatwes such as these can offer a start to young people Ieavmg home who
hwe htde, ti any, means for supporting themselves lMost young people who
leave home wall, however, be attached either to an educational mstmuon,
some form of trammg scheme or an employer For young females, the sense
of dwectlon and/or the access to a Iegltlmate source of income wdl foster
deslstance from offending, but for males n does not appear to be sufficient
As dlustrated m Chapter 6, acqumng work can offer a sense of dlrecnon and
personal ldentlty to rwal that of the peer group, but for males, u dld no[
predict deslstance from offending - at least not on Its own (Indeed, Access
to work would seem to prowde new opportunmes for offendrng which, for
some, wdl undermme rather than encourage deslstance ) The next section
moves on to the second ream. stage of the transmon from chtldhood to adult-
hood - the formmg of a new famtfy
Supporting the forming of new famllles
The hdl transmon from chddhood to adulthood N slgruiied most powerfuffy
and completely m the formation of a new famdy The mterwews with
deslsters m Chapter 6 coni%m that hawrrg chddren provides an unportant
rite of passage and const~tutes a potent Lnffuence on deslstance from offend-
ing Whtfst the arrwal of parenthood slgtiles a ma)or change m the hves of
both males and females, the actual responslbdmes of parenthood were much
more hkely to be accepted by females, Ieadmg to an abrupt ending to deli-
nquent actnmes, Lncludmg the excesswe use of alcohol and drugs For males,
however, the sudden arrwaf of fatherhood can provide the trigger for movmg
away from the peer group and developing a sense of parental responslbthty,
but It can also push some mto fleeing from their relationship with them
partner and withdrawing further mto their peer-groups and lts associated
actwltles
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For those young men for whom parenthood comes too early, there would
aPPear to be a need for mmatlves which assist them to come to terms With
the extent and nature of the abrupt change m their personal circumstances
and responslbdmes They need mductlon mto their new role as a father,
confhmatlon of the Importance of theu contribution during the early years
of chdd-rearmg and support with the range of bewrfdermg problems which
characterise chddbmth and the pre-school years Unhke young mothers, for
whom the act of gwmg buth IS a powerful confirmation of theu ldentmy as
an adult woman, young fathers have no eqtuvalent source of coru%rnatlon of
their status as an adult man
The unportance of preparation for fatherhood cannot be underestimated In
addluon to pre- and post-natal mductlon courses, fathers could also be
remmded of the crucial role they play during theu chdd’s teenage years and
there may be scope for developing trauung and support for fathers of
teenage chddren Poor relatlonsh:ps with fathers was found to be more
prevalent amongst offenders than poor relationships with mothers and since
young males who conttmre to hve at home are more hkely to desist from
offending than those who do not (and poor relatlonskups wnh fathers wdl
mmgate against tlus), the quaky of relauonshlps between fathers and sons
M Mrely to be a crucial factor ur encouraging deslstance from offending
Since fathers generally constitute the prmclpal role model for them sons,
there wdf be mter-generational benefits from unprovmg father son relatlon-
shtps, good parenttng begets good parenting
Reduc[ng the risks during adolescence
A stark, ti somewhat discouraging fmdmg from this study IS the fact that
many young male offenders are offendtng well mto them mld-twenties (albelt
at a reduced rate), and, tf they become uwolved m regular drug and alcohol
misuse, them chances of deslstmg by them mld-twenties are decidedly
remote Once cormmtted to this kmd of ltfestyle, there are few opportunmes
or mcentwes to desist from such behavlour during the tmrmtlon to adult-
hood
A recently pubhshed government consultation document on tackfmg drugs
provides ewdence to suggest that a considerable amount of drug rmsuse N
financed by crune and recommends a range of acuons to help young people
resist taking drugs, mcludmg more posmve role models and the develop-
ment of slofls for reducrng peer pressure (Central Drugs Coordmatlon Ut-ut,
1994) The findtngs here suggest that there IS clearly a potnt m the offendulg
careers of young males when mterventlon to prevent movmg on to drug
misuse IS both possible and demrable Since the age of onset of drug use IS
approximately three Years tier the age of onset for offending, there would
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appear to be some benefit m specdically targeting drug prevenuon m]tmclves
on young offenders aged no more than 13 or 14 These are chddren who are
otherwme hkely to get cmght up m a sub-culture of peer-led devmnt actm-
tles whlcb M self-remforcmg and hard to break
The involvement of young men ut hemy drmkmg, whdst nothing new, also
mhlblts deslstance from offending and, hke chug mmuse, can deepen a
commitment to a delinquent group of peers Tuck (1989), m a study of
drmkmg and disorder, com%med that clrmkmg consmuted a routine social
h~blt among the young and found that mcldents of disorderly behawour
were frequently assoctatecl with groups of “bored youngsters with nowhere
to go who have drunk too much and are looking for entertainment” She
outhnes a number of predominantly simatlonal measures for reducing
alcohol misuse amongst the young (e g avoldmg the congestion of entertai-
nment outlets, staggering pub closing times and lmprovmg superwslon at
spec~lc entertainment outlets) But these essentially “smtatlona~ measures
are unhkely to Impact upon the propensity of mdmduals and groups of
young men to indulge m heavy drmkmg and to use dle same as a form of nte
of passage
In the mterwews with deslsters m Chapter 6, deslsters were unable to dlstm-
gulsh between the reasons for gmng up drmkmg or drug use from gwmg LIp
offending Other research has consistently ldentlfled the same se[ of
antecedents for alcohol and drug misuse as dehnquency (Dryfoos, 1990)
The coincidence of common predictors for these three types of behawour
suggest that mterventlons should focus more on the predictors of the
behavlour than the behawour Itself Since many successful programmed of
prevention share common elements, It maybe worth exploring the posslbLl-
Ity of devmng a programme of mterventlon which avoids duphcatlon of
effort and funchng and co-ordinates preventwe ser-wces for young people at
nsk at the local level
Persistence m offendtng was not only predicted by alcohol and drug misuse,
but also by hvmg or soclahsmg with other offenders, especlalfy slblmgs, part-
ners (or ex-partners) or friends Offenders who had recently been v]cttms of
wolence were also more hkely to conttnue offendutg as were those who had
COmnUtted more than just a small number of offences Bralthwalte (1989)
SLlggeStS that the more commonplace offending IS or becomes LOa young
person’s hfe, the greater the nsk that they WLUbecome embedded m crmu-
nal networks and ahenated from Iegmrnate social and employment networks
In Chapter 6, mterwews with deslsters dlustrated how disengaging from
deknquent peers IS a necessary, but not sufficient prerequisite for deslstance
To facdltate disengagement from a delinquent peer group, young offenders
could be offered opportunmes for involvement m conventional actlwties
and, m some cases, a chance to make a fresh start Quahty employment, as
Dlscusslon and conclusions
dtscussed above, offers one such oppornsmty, others include trammg,
further education, volunteering and involvement m cultural, rehglous or
sporting and Iemure ~ctwmes
Harnessing Informal to formal sources ofsoclal control
In the mtervlews with desasters, crlmmal and penal sanctions arose as impor-
tant deterrents to future offending Fear of causing serious mpry, of being
caugh[, of acqumng a cnmmal record, of losing a lob, of being labeUed and
of ending up m prison, all contributed to a gradual reahsatlon of the full
costs of concmued offending The cnmmal JustIce system clearlv has a
central role to play m encouraging deslstance However, the fact that more
(or at least as many) young men commit offences m theLr twenties as m thetr
teens suggests that young men may contume to fear being caught but not
enough to stop theu involvement m less visible forms of property crime
The development of cognmve skdls plays httle part m anv moral reassess-
ment of the rights and wrongs of property crime, as ev]denced by the
increase m fraud and theft from the workplace This suggests that somethmg
may be mmmg, that alongslde the fear there IS a lack of any moral dunen-
slon, a lack of conscience
Bralthwane (1970) states that one of the most fundamental problems m
modern western socletles 1s that as chddren mature LOthe famdy, control by
purushment 1s gradually replaced by a reasoned appeal to Lnternal control, at
the core of which IS the self-regulating and powerful mechamsm of
‘conscience’ He goes on to suggest that crnnmal behavlour N best deterred
by developing consciences and that the people best placed to do tfus are
those who mean the most (slgmficant others) to the offender m question In
Chapter 6, young men referred to the Importance of the effects of them
offending on those closest to them and these attachments have considerable
value m promotmg deskstance These are the people who can shame future
crlmmahty and by doing so can help reduce the attractweness of peer
groups that prowde social support and moral Iegltunacy for cnrne
The Lmphcatlon from this IS that famdles, schools and neghbours constitute
the most potent forms of Lnformal social control and that to be effecuve and
efficient, the crlmmal justice system could be encouraged to do more to
harness these more potent influences Gwen the widespread involvement of
young people LOcrune and drug misuse, the crumnal justice system camot
hope to prowde all the answers It needs to be reinforced by, tf not subordi-
nated to, the power of s]gndlcam others to exert effectwe social control
Superwslon orders with requirements for reparation and medlatlon and
cautlonmg plus schemes constitute examples of exlstmg attempts to widen
the scope of crlmmal Justice sanctions, but m neither case are parents
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centrally revolved One mnovatwe approach which locates parents at the
centre of proceedings is Famdy Group Conferences (FGCS) ur New Zealand
(see Brown and McElrea, 1994)
Based on the prmclple of pumng the needs of the wctlm and his/her f~mdy
uppermost and restoring relatlons between the vlctlm and the offender to
one of parity, FGCS place famdles at the centre of the declslon makmg
process and thus ensure they take responslbdlty for the~ young people This
underlying prmclple IS based on the Idea that the natural development of
mutual rights and obhgatlons m famdles provides a foundation for the devel-
opment of the same m wider social relatlonshlps, which m turn are seen as a
necessary (f not sufficient) condmon for preventing reoffendmg
In pmctlce, the FGC, which 1s afftiated to the Youth Court, IS attended by the
young offender, members of the famdy (UL the wider sense), the wctrm, an
advocate for the young offender (f requested), a pohce officer and a social
worker The farndy can also request the attendance of anyone else, such as a
teacher, an employer, a representative of the commLmtty or a voluntary organt-
satlon Decmons m the form of action plans are ratuled by the Youth CoLu_t,
wluch acts as a back stop tf the plans break down or are patently mapproprl-
ate Sanctions avadable to the FGC mchtde reparation, formal apologles,
comrmrnrty work and, most unportandy, undertakings to attend school or not
to associate with co+ffenders Thus two of the most unportant correlates of
offending - truancy and association with delinquent peers - are duectly inco-
rporated LOthe response to offendtng and the central part played by farmhes -
the other most powerful tnfhrence on offending - mstm.monahses the power
of famdy attachments to reduce a sense of shame, atonement and
responslbdtty Farmly Group Conferences are already being pdoted LOthe chdd
care field An evaluation currently being undertaken at the Umverslty of
Southampton WLUhopefully prowde some mslght firstly mto whether FGCS
could work m tfus country and secondly whether they could be adapted to the
prevatkng cwcumsmnces m the youth justice system
This study of young people and crune has shown that famdies, schools and
peer groups constitute the powerful tnffuences on the behawour of young
people as they progress towards adufthood It has also shown that for young
male offenders, there are few options which seem to unequivocally encour-
age deslstance Staying on at home helps some, reswmg drug and alcohol
misuse helps others, but on the whole there are few mechamsms of control
outside the crlmmal prstlce system which affect them ltves once they leave
home Whtlst hvmg m this vacuum of socd control young men, m contrast
to young women, are also further restricted by a lack of appropriate oppor-
tunmes for achlevmg maturity and a sense of social responslbdKy There are
few Lncentwes for rehnqtushmg attachment to the one predictable source of
secunry they have - theu peer group And f n lS a delinquent peer group,
Discussion and condusmns
there wdl be few mcentwes to rehnqu]sh attachment to a Me of crime It IS
m this context that the cnmmal justice system needs support from other
sources of control and supervmon
Some future directions for research
Gwen what IS now known about the factors which mfhtence the onset of
offending, the role of research may be to focus more on assessing and evalu-
ating mnovatme prevention programmed rather than conducting more
empmcal research The above discussion of the umphcatlons of this study’s
findings for pohcy and practice has included a number of pracucal sugges-
uons, such as the French system of foyers and Famdy Group Conferences
from New Zealand, which could be developed and evaluated on an experi-
mental basis in this country Indeed the Home Of fIce Programme
Development Umt has been set up with this exphclt purpose m mmd
However, far less 1s known about what influences desmance from offending
and here further empmcal research would be beneficial
Fusdy, there IS a need to explore further the fmdmg that most young males
do not grow out of crune before them mld-twenties It may be that they grow
out of crune afier the age of 25 - m wfuch case Ltwould be useful to know
why - or It may be that they merely switch to offences with lower detection
mtes, such as fraud and theft from the workplace To what extent 1s tfus a
conscious decmon to seek out less risky offending opportunmes or merely a
reflection of the fact that entering the world of work presents new posslbdt-
ues for comrmttmg offences~ It would also be useful to know more about
the characteristics of those who are commlttmg fraud and theft from the
workplace ut them twenties, and m particular whether they are dtiferent
from other offenders m terms of them background, them motwes and theu
atutude towards breaktng the law
Secondly, gwen the unportant influence of parental superwslon and famrfy
relatlonshtps (parmcularly between fathers and sons) on the onset of offend-
ing> there must be scope for explor~g m more depth the ~d of parenting
(and especlaffy fathering) which not only constitutes good pr-actlce m terms
of preventing onset, but also constitutes the most effectwe response to
promotmg desntance from offending How can parents help thetr chddren
(particularly their sons) to disengage from dehnquent peers, refrain from
mlsusmg drugs and protect them from ultimately becommg locked mto a
crumrraf Mesryle? What can they do to prepare them for leawng home and
how can they exercise a degree of control over thetr lwes once they have
left home? What role, k any, can schools play m suppormrrg parents m tfus
and how coufd famdy school partnerships be constructed m such a way as to
further such auns~
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The Department of Health h~s recently mnooncecl a five-year programme of
research mto how formal and mformd support cur be mobdlsed to help
parenting Its focus 1s on Sltuatlons which put stress on parenting and the
prevention of parental breakdown ancl Its maur .um IS to discover, through
research, effectwe solutlons to the problems of parents m stressful envmon-
ments The programme wdl encourage research on speculc parenting prob-
lems, sLich as parental neglect and md~fference and how parents cope with
adolescents at risk of, or m trouble with, the law And lt wdl also support
research mto hnks between informal and formal support networks Some of
the questions posed above could be addressed by research commissioned as
part of tlus programme
Fumlly, and perhaps most Importantly, this study begs the question as to
what role the crlmmal jusuce system plays m promotmg (or perhaps mhlblt-
mg) deslstance The findings of this study have shown that the transmon
from chddhood to adulthood M fmught wLth dtificultles and that whdst some
young people (particularly females) acqume the attributions of adulthood
during this transltlonary period, some do not Age would seem to be a very
poor proxy for maturity and yet the crlmmal plsuce system defines all those
over the age of 17 as adults and is restricted to sentencing them accordingly
In Germany, judges possess the dncretlonary power to sentence young
adults (those aged 18 to 21) according to either adult law or to the more
flexlble pwende law, with Ns much wider range of sanctions Young dduh
offenders are only sentenced under adult law f the judge assesses theLr matu-
rity as being equwalent to that of an adult In practice, the proportion of
young adU1t offenders sentenced as adults has been steaddy dechnmg since
1970 and today the vast majority of young adults who commit crlmmal
offences m Germany are sentenced as prvendes (Graham, 1990) Whdst
there has been some work on the effectiveness of the crunmal justice system
m deterrurg further offending, there has been very httle, f any, empmcal
research on how the crlmmal plstlce system Imks Lnto and either reinforces
or undermmes the potentially posltwe effects of various tr-ansmons m the
period from chddhood to adulthood Perhaps research rnto how the sentenc-
ing of young adLdts could be made to reinforce naturally occurring opportu-
mtles for deslstmg from offending would reap benefits m terms of reducing
the number of young offenders who graduate to a Me of crime
Survey design and methods
Appendix
methods
A. Survey design and
Questionnaire and data collection method
The questlonmure comprises questions on social and demographic factors,
self-reported drug use and offencimg It n based on a standard instrument
developed for the International self-report dehnquency study (fSRD) by the
Dutch Muustry of JustIce, but dtffers m a few unportant respects (Junger-Tas
et al, 1994) h includes a wide range of background factors on respondents’
hfestyles and covers addmonal offences such as cheque and credit card
fraud, insurance, tax and benefit fraud and serious motomg offences (see
Appendm B)
A number of changes were made to the wording of questions about offend-
tng m order to reflect more accurately the defmtlons of cnmutal offences m
England and Wales For example, to the question, “did you ever take away a
car~” was added “ without the owner’s permlsslon”, maktng the question
unambiguously a crunmal offence Suntlarly, the question “did you ever set
fire on purpose to somethmg not belonging to you” was amended to read
“ on purpose or recklessly “, brmgmg the question m lme with the precise
definmon of arson In order to avoid the mchmon of very rmnor thefts, ques-
tions about steahng from school, home or work were hrruted to those where
what was taken was “worth more than $5”
QuestIons on soclo-demographic factors was conducted face-to-face and
lasted about half an hour Next, a booklet of questions on the use and sale of
controlled drugs was completed by the respondent and placed m an enve-
lope This was followed by a self-completion booklet cornprmng a hst of
offences numbered one to 33 The respondent was asked to read out the
number corresponding to the offence admitted and a self-completion
booklet for each one was handed to the respondent AU the booklets were
placed m an envelope and sealed to ensure complete cofildentlahty The
entue questlomaue lasted, on average, ptst under one hour
Self-completion was chosen for the self-reported offending section to
ensure confldentlahty and to mmumlse the risk of concealment or exagger-
ation These advantages, however, were partly offset by the fact that the
mtervlewer was unable to check whether the respondent had completed
every quesuon As a consequence, the level of non-completion m the
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drugs and offending self-completion booklets was higher than it rnlght
have been
Piloting
The questlonmure and samphng method were p[loted m October 1992 m
the city of Blrmmgharn Thmyseven mterwews were achieved, after whlcb
hdl debrlefiig sessions with the mterwewers were held and the questlon-
nawe redrafted before the mam stage of the fieldwork commenced
Sampling
Three samples were generated - a national random sample, a random sample
m areas of high vlctumsatlon and a booster sample of ethmc rnmormes Each
of the three samples was generated by selecting households at random using
the Post Office’s Postcode Address Fde (PAF)
This “pre-selected random sample” tightly controls any selectlon effect by
gwmg mter-wewers as htde choice as possible over who to mterwew Clearly,
however, the samphng frame employed does not include a number of people
not Lrvtng m households such as students, nurses, the homeless and those m
residential care, Young Offenders Instltutlons and prisons Although the
most frequent and serious offenders are hkely to be m the last two of these
groups, they are estuuated to comprise no more than one-quarter of one per
cent of the target population It seems unhkely, therefore, that the mcluslon
of these groups would influence the number of mdmduals commmmg
offences, although their mcluslon might have increased the average
frequency of offending, particularly for serious offences
Screening and response rates
A total of 32,121 addresses were screened, of which 3,856 (12%) were
found to contain a young person aged 14 to 25 Since some postal
addresses contain more than one household lt was necessary to screen
each address for multlple households and select one at random Invahd
addresses (e g businesses premises, vacant, derehct or demohshed
premmes) were faltered out by the mterwewers Of the 3,856 ehglble
addresses, 166 were mehglble for one reason or another (e g the respon-
dent was ill or away from home) Ieavmg a sample of 3,69o households
contauung one or more ehglble respondents If there was more than one
person m the target age range hvmg at the address, the mtervlewer
selected one at random to be mterwewed A total of 2,529 mterwews
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were completed with 14- to 25-year-olds, representing an overall response
rate of 69 per cent ‘
The national random sample comprised 893 respondents and the random
sample ur areas of high vlctlmlsatlon 828 respondents gwmg a nationally
representatwe sample of 1,721 (after welghtmg) The ethtuc mlnorlty
booster sample, used only to make comparisons among different ethmc
groups, comprised an additional 808 cases glvmg a total sample size of
2,529
Fieldwork
Fieldwork was carried out by MORI, a prwate sector survey company, from
November 1992 to January 1993 One hundred and f~-five mterwewers
were employed to conduct the survey fieldwork Almost all (99VO) of [he
mterwews took place at the home of the respondent F@-four per cent of
mtermews were conducted alone, 11 per cent with someone else present for
part of the tmte and 36 per cent wtth others present for the durmon of the
mterwew In only five per cent of the mter-wews dld the mterwewer beheve
that the presence of others had definitely affected the mterwew Twenty per
cent of respondents requred help with the self-completion booklets
Sample representativeness
The sample was compared with other data sources to ensure that It was
broadly representatwe of the general population A comparison between the
age and sex breakdown of the National Population Census and the survey’s
core sample mdlcated that younger respondents were somewhat over-repre-
sented and older respondents correspondingly under-represented
Compared with data from the Labour Force Survey, students and unem-
ployed people and those on youth tratmng schemes were over-represented
m the sample This skew m the sample was broadly slmdar across ethruc
mmorlty groups
From mterwewers’ ratings of how well the contact address was mamtamed,
It appears that non-respondents were rather more hkely than respondents to
hve m very poorly mamtamed dwelhngs m poor and vandahsed nelghbour-
hoods Thus, the sample N shghdy biased against respondents hwng m
poorer localmes
1 Rcfuxds -0. tit pan of e!ti.c tic rcsponde.c or thmc p.raus - accounted for p, w.. haff of those Imuscholds
whwc m mcerv,cw w-is nor conducted md .On<onucrs accou”tcd for tic rcsc Among those aged 14 m 21 who
agreed m k mmw,cw.d about four P.r CCntrefused or otherw,s. faded m complcrc the drugs booklet and/c the
b+ohlet .“ offt”dmg n. cwnmr.d lCSFO.5C rat. for ch,s pan of chc s.mq w= chcrcforc IPprommxcly I.SCOWr
~ w . ..[
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On each of the dimensions exammecl, the extent of the differences between
the core smrtp[e and the characteristics of the general population are small
Some chfferences were found between the ethmc mmorlty booster sample
and the general population when broken down bv age and sex, and by
employment status and sex Given the sample sizes for comparison,
however, this N not surprlsmg The sample of ethmc rnmormes was also
markedly skewed towards respondents hvmg m areas of high ethmc mmormy
concentration as a result of the samplmg method used, m order efficlendy to
sample ethruc mmorltles from pre-selected addresses, lt was necessary to use
as primary samphng umts, enumeration dlstrlcts which contained a
mmlmurn of 10 per cent of the relevant popukmon ‘
Weighting
Weights were calculated to correct for unequal selectlon probabrlmes These
comprised a “household weight” to up-weight cases where more than one
household was ldentlfled at an address (and which WOuld other-twse be
under-represented m the sample), and an “lndnndual weight” which up-
welghted respondents selected m households with more than one young
person These two weights m combination make the national sample repre-
sentatwe of young people m the population A thmd weight was used m
order to analyse the nauonal and high crime samples together ThM down-
welghted the high crime sample and up-weighted the random sample
2 E@[, two p., .,”, ot d,. P,,mmy s.mpbng unm wlect,d for [1,, ALmC,nbbe,n ,mnple, 98 p., C.”C .[ ,ho,e (.,
,1>. Inch.” w@. 60 p,. CC., of the,. for ,hc B.n@d.,h, ,.,mple ,nd 83 p., cam for ch. F%k,,mm S, IIIPI, were
dfmvn from ncully mci.d m.., rnemqxmm. MC.15
L,st of cr,m,nal offences Included
Appendix B. List of criminal
offences included
Expresswe property offences
1 Damaged or destroyed, on purpose or recldessly, sornethmg belonging
to somebody else (for example, telephone box, bus shelter, car, window
of a house, etc )
~ Set fire on purpose or recklessly to somerhmg not belonging to yOLI It
might be COpaper or furmture, to a barn, a car, a forest, a basement, a
budding or somethmg else
Acquisitive property offences
3 Stolen money from a gas or electricity meter, pubhc telephone, vending
machme, wdeo game or frtut machme
4 Stolen anyrhmg from a shop, supermarket, or department store
5 Stolen anythMg m school worth more than&5
6 Stolen anything from the place where you work worth more than&5
7 Taken away a bicycle wl[hout the owner’s permmlon
8 Taken away a motorcycle or moped without the owner’s permission
‘Y Taken away a car without the owner’s permission
10 Stolen anyrhmg out of or from a car
11 Plckpocketed anyrhmg from anybody
12* Snatched from a person a purse, bag or some[hmg else
13” Sneaked or broken mto a prwate garden, a house or a bwldmg mtendmg
to steal somethmg (not meanmg abandoned or ruined bmfdmgs)






Stolen anything worth more than S5, not mentioned already (for
example, from a hospital, youth club, sports centre, pub, budding site,
etc )
Bought, sold or held onto somethmg yOLI knew or beheved at the time
h.rd been stolen
Sold a cheque book, credd card, cash point card (ATM card) belonging
to you or someone else so that they could steal money from a bank
~ccount
Used a cheque book, credit card, cash point card (ATM card) which you
knew or beheved at the hme had been stolen to get money out of a bank
account
Clalmed on an insurance pohcy, an expenses form, a tax return or a








Threatened somebody with a weapon or with beating them up, m order
to get money or other valuables from them
Partlclpated m flghtmg or disorder m a group m a pubhc place (for
example, football ground, radway station, music festwal, riot, demon-
stration, or prst m the streets)
Beaten up someone not belonging to your unmedlate famdy, to such an
extent that you think or krLow that medical help or a doctor was needed
Beaten up someone belonging to your lmmedlate famdy, to such an
extent that you think or know that medical help or a doctor was needed
Hurt someone with a kmfe, stick or other weapon
‘Analysls of onset and deslstance based on those who admitted three or
more of the offences hsted or one offence marked ~)
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Table C2
Current participat)an in offending by sex
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Unwelghted N 1,538 676 862
Supplementary tables mdlv[dual offences
Table C3
Cumulatwe male participation m offendin~ by ethnic origin
Oflellce
VJnddism





































































































































































Unwelghted N 675 86 114 119 46
til>amples (t.clL,d,ng boosrec sample) w.,ghcedp.rcenmgcs
Other,l.mn, .Ind ocher, etl,.,c gmtxpswem cxcl.ded fmmch,sanaly,ts
n 5. non ,,gntfica,,, .p<05 -P< O(J, --p.000, ..-. P<OIJW,
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Table C4
Curnulatwe female participation In offend[n~ by ethnic orlgln









































































































































































All SW@., (mclud,ng boo,,., sample), we,ghtcd Paccn, ages
,Otbcr .45X.., and other mhmc groups wcm excluded from chts mudys!s
ns = . . . mgmfimnt ‘p< 05 ‘p< 001 ‘.-p.o 001 ‘-.-.D<OCool
Supplementary tables mdw!dual offences
Table C5
Cumulatwe partlclpatlon in drug use by ethntc orlgln and sex
1] Males
Cann~bls 42 23 2s 10 9 ,...
Heroin 1 <1 1 3 0
Medladone 2 3 2 0 1
Cocaine 422 3 0
crack 1 ~ 5 2 0 . . . .
Ecsmsv 10 4 1 1 0 . . . .
AcLdfLSD 12 3 12 3 ~ ....
Trmqudhzers 1 0 1 0 0 .
Amphetmnmes 12 <1 16 0 0 ,...
Temazepam 1 0 1 0 0 .. . .
Magic M’rm 12 6 10 2 0 ,..
Glue/Gas 5 1 0 4 0
Any drug 46 24 29 12 10 ““””
Unwelghted N t 683 88 114 119 48
2-) Females
Drug Whte Indmn Bang[adestn
J Black L Pakistan z J




















































0 . .. .
0
0 .. .
Temazepam 1 0 0 0 0
A@ Dust <1 0 0 0 0
Magic iM’rm 5 0 0 0 0 ..
Glue/Gas 4 2 1 0 0
AIly drug 27 25 7 16 ~
Unwcighted N 828 116 95 88 58
-p<05 .p<001.. p<o 001 -pa 000,
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Table C6
Current partlclpatlon m offending by age-group
Mofes renzoles
Offence 14- t 7 18-21 22-25 14-1718-21 22-25
% “% % “% “/0 ‘%
Vdwhhsm
































































































































































Unweighed N 276 227 173 303 284 275
n 5 = .0. stgn,fic.. c .p. os -p. o ~, . ..p<O M I . . ..p<~ ~oo,
Core s ,mp!< w.,ghted p.,c.nmg.,
Multlvarlate analym
Appendix D. Multivariate analysis
Loglsuc regression 1s a multwari~te statlsucal techmque used to me~sure the
strength of the rekmonshlps between .tn independent or predictor varmble
(e g having dehnquent peers) and a dependent or outcome variable (e g
offending) once possible associations w]th other v~rlables have been taken
mto account Central to tlus method are estimations of the increase or
decrease m the chances of an event occurring (e g offending or deslstance
from offending) that are associated with each social or demographic factor
exammed This change m nsk may be expressed statlsocally as an odds rmo
This expresses the odds’ that an event wdl occur m one condmon (e g
offending among those who have dehnquent peers) relatwe to the odds that
an event wdl occur m the absence of that condmon (e g offending among
those who do not have dehnquen[ peers) ‘ If the odds ratio IS equal to 1,
there IS no assoclatlon, posltwe values mdlcate a corresponding increase m
odds, negatwe values mdlcate a corresponding decrease m odds This statls-
tlc therefore expresses the increased or decreased probabdq of starmng or
stopping offending gwen the presence of a specflc nsk or protecuve factor
Loglstlc regression N designed for data where the dependent (or outcome)
variable takes a binary form (for example offender vs non-offender, deslster
vs persister) It makes assumpuons about the form of the relationship
berween the dependent and urdependent variables namely, tha[ there 1s an
addmve relauonshlp berween the Iogarlttun of the odds of an event occur-
ring and the set of independent factors This can be expressed as
log (odds (event occurs)) = constant + ~ ~xl + ~z Xz + + P. Xln + error term
1 Odds uc mcxher v ‘J, of c.prc55Lng ,nformauo. . . pmbabd!n Wlcrc prob. bd,m=p odds . PII p For e.mnpl. if
th. prob.b,hm chm som.thsng WINocc.r ,, 50% (or O 5) the odds lh~t n w,ll occur ar. 0 j11J3 5 whmh equals 1
SmmIJd, ,f p.0 25 CXMS.O3 .nd tf p. 75 odds=3
~ For c.mnpl. d,. prob. b,l,m of offcndmg among ml., who ha.. d.hnq..nt peers ts O7 f71W) and rbe odds of
Of[e”d,ng .mo”g CIM5f!rO”P are lhus 23 Tf,. pmb,bd,w of offcndmg wnong ,hoSc who do no, h,”. d.hnqu, nt
P..r. I, Q35 (35’%) ~d ,h~,r .dds of .ff..d,.6 (0 54) The mc,o b.t=’ccn thchc w. odd> (2 31054)IScqu.1 co 43
h m t, b. concluded from 1!1,s c.lcuimon char (bcfocc mco.nu.g for ocher facmr5) h.vmg friend, ,. rroublc uwh
th. pohcc mcrcmc. four fold III. odds of off.ndmg MIICJ”L?malts The odd, ram [Lhc nxuri mt,l.ginnthm of Lh. p
Co. fhctmm) PrCW. Kd In Ltlc 10gIstlc rcgrt.,,on cable, ,, .“JIO!ZOUSTflu, ,1 c,” be ,..” ,h,t ,ht mcrczscd odds of
offend, ”g mnow! m.dcs ~ho have dchnq..m peers I, 37 .fcer mk,ng Jccoum of other risk ml procccuvc factors
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@l ~n mdlcate a set of ‘n’ coefficients (estmmted m the modelhng), xl x,,
mchcate a set of ‘n’ independent factors The latter are often m the form of
tndlcator variables for example Xf may mdlcate whether or not someone knew
other people who were m trouble with the pohce (“deknquent peers”) - so
the coefficient & only contributes to the odds among those who dld have
dehnquent peers Positive values of ~f woufd mdlcate that the odds of starting
to offend and later contmung to offend are hgher for those who have dehn-
quent peers, negatwe vafues that they were lower The interest hes m those
factors with ~ values slgrutlcaotfy dtiferent from zero The test can be based on
the Wald statlstlc wiuch has a cfu-square dlstnbutlon ~
A statmc that IS used to look at the strength of association between the depen-
dent variable and each of the independent variables IS the “par-td correlation”
Iabelled m the tables as the R statmc” R can tange m value from -1 to +1 A
posltwe value mdlcates that as the vartable increases m value so does the hkelt-
hood of the event occurring If R IS negatwe the opposite is true Small values
for R uxhcate that the variable has a small paruaf contribution to the model
In addmon to estlmatmg the relatwe importance of a number of variables
relatwe to one another, Ioglstlc regression also allows an estunauon of the
overall unpact of a model - or set of variables taken together This form of
analysls tits a moder to the data which maxmuses the amount of varlatlon
explatned m the dependent variable (onset or deslstance) by mcludmg m the
model those factors which produce the largest reductions m unexplained
varlatlon The “model Chl-squared prowdes an estu-nate of the amount of
vamation explained by the model
Modelling onset of offending
Chapter 4 exammes the extent to whch starting to offend may be explatned by
fanuly relattonshrps, school experiences and peer-group relauonsfups after alfow-
u’tg for the effects of other possible influences The findings from the bwanate
association between each factor and offending are sumrnansed m Table D 1
The next step m the arxdysls was to construct a model contammg all the onset
variables (see Tables 41, 42 and 4 3) and then delete one by one those factors
whch, aRowmg for the m.fhtence of other variables, do not add anytbrng to an
explanation of starting to offend (a procedure known as backwards stepwme
deletlon) Tables 44 and 45 m Chapter 4 show the varrables whch remamed
m the model of onset of offending for males and femafes respectwely
3 When a wxmbl, has z s,”gle d.~c of fte.dom, chc Wdd ,rausu’, ,, ,ust ,hc squwc of the rx,o of ch. cc-effic,cn, m
m ,Undmd error For C.CCSO”C,Ivarmble, the Wald st,c!wc, has dep.es of freedom equal m on, 1,,, ,hm the
number of c.c.gortes
4 TIIM StZt!Stt. IS d,mctly analogous m ,he COKC(X,O” co. ffic,cnc Pm,,.., R CXCCP,that ,t mkcs mm . . ...”. the
effects of other rclevam vanab!a
Mult(varlate analysls
Table D I
Change [n odds of offending (bwarlate)
Facto) Change In odds 0/ euer offend!ng+
,bfales Females
Smorrghrattached co fam!h’ 3 ~ ..-. 23 . . . .
Close parental supervmon ~~ .. . . -27 . . . .
S,blmgs m trouble WIdI the police 24 . . 59 . . ..
Smong attachment to school 10 ns -24 .. . .
Above average school work 10 ns .15 ns
Trwmted from school 34 ‘“” 31 ““””
Tempomrdv excluded from school 37 ““”” 37 “’8
Permmrendv excluded from school ~1 j+ .. . 6Z ‘~
Friends m trouble with the pohce 45 ““” 4 ~ ...-
UnweiEhCed N 63z 801
n 5..0. s,gnfimc p. 05 p. 001 ‘-. P<O 001 - .p.0 0001
tile rn.gmmde of [h. mcrcased proh.bdm of oif.ncbng mm.g Lhosc p.mmnend) excl.d.d from school arose because
z ..CI l.rg. propomon of thnhgroup (98 pm cenc n. 17) hzd conmmmd. cmrmnd offcncc
+. minus mg. i“d!cmes I decrcm.d odds of offc.d, ng
Onset of offending among males
From Table 44, lt can be seen that dehnquent peers and truancy from school
are the most robust (I e statlstlcally slgnlflcant) correlates of starting to
offend (p<O 0001) and that, even after controlling for other relevant infl-
uences, these factors increase the odds of offending bv a factor of 37 and 25,
respecuvely Weak supervmon and hawng slbhngs m trouble with the pohce
were slgmflcant at the level of p<O 01 whale exclusions from school
approached statistical slgnflcance (p<O 1) controfhng for other influences
The column showing the change m odds of offendfng among those having
the charactensuc mentioned takes account of the influence of the other
factors included m the model The parual ,correlatlon coefficient shown m
the column marked R mdlcates that after controlhng for other factors, peer
dehnquency has the strongest correlation with offending (R= O 2) The
model performed well, explamtng a large and statistically sgruiicant amount
of scaled deviance (model clx squared=l 18, (5 d f ) P<Cf 0001)
Onset of offending among females
For females, It can be seen from Table 45 that having friends m trouble with
the pohce 1s the most robust correlate of offending (p<O 0001) and that,
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after controlling for other factors, this increases the odds of offending by a
factor of 56 Parental superwslon and truancy from school were Jlso
strongly correlated with offending (pcO 001), both of which increased the
odds of offending by a factor of two Strong attachment to tamdy wds slgndi-
cant at the five per cent level and attachment to school was statmcallv
slgmflcant at the 10 per cent level, after controlhng for the influence of
other relevant factors This model also performed well (model chI
squared=125, (5 d f) p<O 0001)
Modelling intervening variables
As discussed m Chapter 4, two of the strongest correlates of offending -
truancy and association with dehnquent peers - ~re slmdar forms of
behavlour to offending itself and need themselves to be explained To this
end, further multwanate analysls was conducted, modelhng firstly truancy
and then association with dehnquent peers The results are presented m
Tables D2 to D5
Table D2
Truancy: final model (males)
Va?mrble P Ss odds rrltlo R
Social elms* t 004
IIIN&t 033 ns 14 000
HIM 077 .. 22 008
rv/v O 56 t 17 004
Famtiy structure$ .* 1)12
Single-parent famdy 100 ..* ?7 f) 12
Step famdy 053 ns 17 003
Strong attachment to famdy .094 . ..
-26 -011
Close pwental superwslon -088 .. . . -’24 -014
Slbbngs m trouble 062 t 19 004
Peers m trouble 081 .. . . 23 014
Standard of school work 455 t 17 -077 i
tlXO1.IXO05 ‘-P< O01 “-p<O 001 .-.vpCO 0001
core Wn,>le U“w.!gl,md dimz
.99 ..5.s ,ncluded m find model
$Ek,,m,t. “t the >“.=.l,,d Odd, .f ,CU..CY f., ,hc socml .1.,,.s show” .,. COmParWJw,[h classes [S4
Shmnace, of the tmcremml odds of tnuncy for chose brought up m t],. kmuhc, *bow. ,X compwcd wttb those wbo
~
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. . 20 011
+P<OI P<005 P<OOI .P<OOO1 p<u W() 1
Cow SW@. I_mve>ghtwl d.1,
603 CM.S mc].dcd ,. fiml .Iodd
:E, um.w of d,< (ncwl.ccf odds 0! Ir,IJnL\ for d,, >.,, ,1 .1,,,,s ,hmv. ,,. cornp.r.d m,,h ,1,,,., l&Jl
Table D4
Dellrtquent peers: final model (males)
VZrm6ie P Ss odds ratio R
Fanuh strucmre$ . 006
Single-parentfamtiv (J19 ns 13 000
Step flmdy 077 . ~? 008
Small famdy O46 t 16 004
Strong attachment to famlh, .056 . 18 -007
Close parental superwslon -071 . . 20 -200
tP<O 1 P.005 P< 001. P<O 001. ‘p<O 0001
core S.lrnplc lJmUc@rcd dam
.99 c=ch mclud.d m fini model
jEwrn.[c, cd rhc !“.,,,,d odds of ,mmc, foc those bcou@ UP m {h, huh., show” ,,. cwnp.rml m,ch chose nho
SIC- UP ~,,h M o .~,.rJ p,r,.,s
Table D5
Delinquent peers: final model (females)
V2ruzble P 3s oddsmtzo R
Famllv stmcrure$ . 007
Smgle.parent flmdv 006 ns 11 000
Step famdy 093 . . 25 009
Close parental supervmon -059 .. .18 -093
Attachment to school -047 . 15 -006
tP<O 1 PCO05 ‘p< 001 .-.P<O 0(s1 ‘.. p<O 0001
CO,. ,UllplC U“,. @Mcd d,,,
603 cm,, ,ncludcd m find rnodd
SE,,, ”>,,,. of ,he ,“c,c,,.d prob,b,hn of cm,”., {or chose bro,,gh, up ,. ,h. bm,h,, ,hoxv” ,,. ccxnpa,td .awh dlosc
wbo g=, UP wtth m-o .,wI-J1 cm,.”,,
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Modelling resistance from offending
Chapter 5 exammed the extent to which deslstance from offending can be
explained by the personal and social development of an mdmdual during
the trans[tlon to adulthood after controlhng for other factors (chronologi-
cal age m particular) Table 52 m Chapter 5 sumrnarlsed the flndmgs from
the bmarlate analysls The second stage revolved modelhng the social
development factors with the data on whether or not respondents
desisted or persisted with offending From Table D6, which shows the
fmdmgs for males, n can be seen that the odds of deslstmg from offending
for those over the age of 20 were about twice those of their younger
counterparts (p<t) Oj) (The same analysls using age categormed mto
single-year, 3-year and 4-year age categories mdlcated that, broadly speak-
ing, the hkehhood of deslstmg increases with age ) After age, the only
other social development variable to remam m the model was contmumg
to hve at home with parents, which increases the odds of resistance by a
factor of Just under two This approaches statistical slgnLfLcance after
controlhng for the effects of age (p<O 1) This model of dewstance dld not
perform very well (model chl-square=6 1 (2 d f ) p<o 05) For males,
Ieavmg full-time education, being m work, economic independence,
rnarrmge, having chddren and taking responslbdlty for self and others
were all ehmmated from the model
Table D6
Model of SOCKJIdevelopment and resistance from offending
(males)
Varzable P odds ratio R
Lives with parents O6ot 182 006
Aged 20 or over -O6@ 195 010
tP<O 1 ‘PCO 05 ‘-P. 001 a--p<O001 ‘.--p<o (hx),
Core sample .nwc>ghted data
252 cm.. mcludcd m flnll model
For females the model, using the same set of variables, produced dLfferent
results (see Table D7) Among females, those who hdd completed educauon,
were economically Independent and hwng with a partner were slgntiicantly
more hkely than those who had not made these hfe-transitions to have
desisted from offending In particular, the odds of deslstmg of those who
were hvmg with a partner were more than seven tunes those of theLc coun-
terparts, after taking account of other factors The parual correlation for this
variable LS also high (R=O 2) Once these factors are taken account of, other
tmnsltlons such as being m work, leaving home and Iooktng after chddren
Muklvarlate analysls
and taking responslbdlty for self and others had only a neghglble effect on
the hkehhood of deslstance among females Once the effect of these vari-
ables had been taken mto account, chronological age was no longer a rele-
vant variable This model performed well (model chl square=26 23 (3 d f)
p<o 0001)
Table D7
Model of social development and resistance from offending
(females)
Varzab[e B odds ratto R
Completed educauon 079” 221 010
Economlcdty independent O81t 224 007
Lives wnh a partner 2 03”* 759 019
tP<O ! .P<O 05.“IX001 .-.P<O001..,.LKO000I
C.<..amplc Unwctghrcd dlLa
154 ..s.s mcl,,d.d m find model
Explaining resistance using the correlates of onset
The next step was to examme the extent to wtuch deslstance from offending
could be explatned by those factors which were strongly associated with the
onset of offending This analysls mdlcatedthat,for males, the odds ofJrerstst-
zng to oflend of those who had friends m trouble with the pohce were about
three mnes greater than those who ckd not have friends m trouble with the
pohce Sumlarly, the odds of deslstmg for those who assessed themselves as
havutg an above average standard of school work were about three tunes
greater than those who dld not consider thew standard of school work to be
above average (Table D8) This model performed adequately but left a great
deal of variance to be explained
Table D8
Model of resistance using correlates of onset (males)
Varmble P oddsratto R
Fneirds m trouble w~th the pohce -105”” -29 .019
Standard of school work 103” 28 017
tp<O1.P<O05‘.P<001...P<OW1.--.P<O0001
Coresample U.wcwhccd dam
174 cm.s ,nclud.d m find model
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When the model of onset wm apphecl to the female sample only one v~ruble
- exclusions from school - approached statlstlcd slgtmlcance (P=O 17) TIMS
mdlcates that for females, those factors which are strong mffuences on start-
ing to offend bear httle relauonshlp to the hkehhood of deslstance The
resulting model was non-slgnflcant
Risk factors and persistence with offending
Since those famdy and school variables which explain the onset of offending
do not adequately explain deslstance among males, -whale remammg at
home, performmg well at school and having no dehnquent peers do, lt
seemed hkely that there would be a number of factors commg mto play after
onset which sustain a deviant lifestyle The final stage m the modelhng
process was to examme the survey data (using bwarlate cross-t~bulatlon) to
explore whether there were any further variables which were correlated
with deslstance The slgruflcant factors are sumrnarlsed m Table 5 3 m
Chapter 5 The risk factors were then combmed with the social develop-
ment factors and the correlates of onset to produce a final model of desls-
tance for males and females, as presented m Table 54 m Chapter 5 (males)
and Table D9 below (females) Both models performed well - for males, the
model chl-square=42 (7d f) pcO 00005 and for females the model chi-
square=37 (3d f) P<CI 000051
Table D9
Final model of deslstance (females)
Varwble P odds ?Zrrlo R
Completed educntlon 1 Id’ 317 016
Lives with a partner 171” j 56 015
Commmed 5 offences or fewer 150”” 450 024
13j ..5c. m 6..1 model
.P<05.-P<001 .-.P<O001.-..P<O000I
a,,qw,w value F., chc odd, moo ,nd,cmm z decremccl pmbzb, bcy of cIcs,,, A.’.
IThe ei(ects of age on demtance
Appendix E. The effects of age
on resistance
The analysls of the correlates of deslstance found that for males, chronologi-
cal age remams an Important correlate, even after the Me changes that occur
during adolescence and young adulthood are taken mto account For
females, however, once the effects of social development have been taken
mto account, chronological age appeared to have no addmonal explanatory
power This finding was exammed by analysmg the relauve Importance of
age and social development variables mfive stages
(L) Firstly, uslngthe loglstlc regression procedure amodelznclz~dtng
only age was created Chronological age alone accounted for a
large amount ofvarlance (slg<OOO02) This was expected since
It IS clear that most females rapidly gwe up offending once they
reach adulthood (see Chapter 3)
(u) Whdst keeping age m the model, further variables were intr-
oduced untd the model had no addmonal slgtilcant explanatory
power The formation of partnerships entered the model and was
more closely correlated with deslstance than chronological age
These two vartab[es taken together explain a great deal of the
ddference be[ween desmters and non-deslsters (overall model
Chl-Squared= 115 (2d f ) p<O 0007) Because age M~or-zed mto
the model the effects of any hfe-changes that are closely age-
related (such as Ieavrng fdl-ume education) are obscured by Its
mchrslon
(UI) In order to test the independent power of age as an explanatory
variable and test Its Importance relatwe to other factors, a model
was constructed using backwards deletto?r The first step of this
procedure N to produce a complete model m which the relatwe
Importance of each mdlcator of social development (see Table
D4 1) IS shown m the form of a Ioglstlc coefficient, the statistical
signulcance of which can be estunated This mdlcated that age
was relatively weak (~=0 84, p<O 09) The next step of this
procedure 1s to remove each factor one at a time from this over-
saturated model untd the excluslon of a variable reduced the
power of the model to a slgndicant degree Using this method
age was deleted at the smth step, reducing the model chl squared
Youne moole and crime
by only O 5 (non-slgmflcant p=O 48) The resulting model
included Ieavmg full-time educauon, becommg economically
independent and formmg partnerships (Table D4 3)
(w)The same result was achieved using a j?o?zoarct step wtse proce-
dure m which factors were added mto the model untd no addi-
tional variance was explained (overall model Chl-Square=37 5,
(3d f) P<O 00001) This model based on social development
performed substantially better than that mcludmg only age and
partnerships
(v) Finally, this conclusion was cortllrmed by jforcmg age mto the
model last In this analysis, chronological age explained only
mmlmal varmnce once the selected mdlcators of social develop-
ment were controlled for (non slgnulcant p<O 6)
These findings mdlcate that once social development IS accounted for - m
particular, Ieavmg full-time education and formmg a stable partnership -
chronological age M no longer a relevant explanatory factor Thm suggests
that some factor (or set of factors) that are closely related to chronological
age - e g cognmve development, biological maturity or duration of experi-
ences - must account for deslstance from offending among males as well as
females and not that chronological age per se explains deslstance (see Rutter,
1989) The fact that chronological age rematned m the model of deslstance
for males suggests, therefore, that the variables included m the models dld
not adequately cover the full range of potential utfluences on deslstance
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